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NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
Maxine Elliott, who died in her
was established in 1855 and In 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
chateau
at Juan-les-Pins, Fiance,
papers consolidated March 17,1897.
March 5, lqft an estate valued “in
excess of $20,000,'' according to her
[EDITORIAL]

Chester T Marshall of Port Clyde
won membership In the exclusive
Fort Lauderdale Sailfish Club at
Fort Lauderdale this week when he
boated a magnificent 674 pound
White Marlin, measuring 72 Inches
form tip of sword to tall. Marshall
was fishing from his own cruiser
Cyganka in the Gulf Stream off
jthis P°rt1 H* Was awarded a gold bu,ton'
• and the civic certificate of memberseat at the reunion by virtue of the hlp ,n the club and other cfeden.
fact that she served as chief yeoman tlals by the Blg game pishlng Con.
here, and later at the Boston Navy test
|
Yard. Among those who sent let
This Marlin, fighting specimen of
ters of regret, were Miss Lucy Ball of
the swordfish family was one of the
Rockland, and Mrs. Frances Davis
outstanding catches of the pas-t
Merrill of Newtonville. Mass., a resi
winter season. The Marlin is one
dent of this city at the time oi the
of the gamest of all the big game
war.
fish of the Gulf Stream.
Among the interesting develop
ments of the Boston reunion was the
announcement that quite a number ly, salute to The Old Man,’ Cap’n
Snow.”
of the Naval Reservists are planning
“Come an’ get it" was the fa
to spend the July 19th weekend in
Rockland, accompanied by the miliar bid to the banquet, the fea
ture of which was “charcoal broiled
members of their families.
Largely instrumental In arrang boneless sirloin steak.” “Positively
ing last week’s gathering were no saltpetre."
The membership cards attested to
Arthur Burtnett, who performed a
the
fact that the reunionists be
yeoman’s duties in the paymaster's
longed
to “the best damn Navy in
cfllce; and Andy Bunton, who was
storekeeper here. Burtnett is now the World, the Rockland Canoe
Club" and were positively entitled
chairman of the Massachusetts Al
coholic Beverage Commission, and to shore leave.
Friday the Rockland contingent
figures prominently in the political
affairs of the State. Bunton is in was entertained at dinner by Mr
Burtnett. whose fine hospitality will
the employ of a large dairy concern.
linger long In the memory of the
Arthur Oabrlelxon, who was present
guests. Burtnett spoke with much
to greet his old buddies, is proprie
feeling of the period he spent in
tor of a printing establishment on
Rockland.
“Your citizens were
Atlantic avenue. Boston.
splendid to me," said he, "and any
Fred Pillsbury, who has been a
thing I can ever do for you boys
summer resident of Owl's Head, was
from Rockland will afford me the
present, and Robert Creigton, for
greatest
of pleasure."
merly of Thomaston, came in from
Mayor Veazie and Lieut. Mullen
Worcester where he is on the staff
had a very pleasant call upon
of the Worcester Telegram
Maurice Bird, formerly of Rockland,
Others on the scene included
who has a very' responsible position
Phil Plaisted, who starred In Naval
with Homblower & Weeks.
Reserve football, and who is nowMayor Veazie went on to Newark,
city engineer at Wellesley, Mass.;
N. J., to attend the funeral of Mrs.
and Dr. Hannigan. who is now lo
Veazie's brother-in-law.
cated in Amesbury, Mass.
Mayor Veazie was immediately
CALAIS IS REPUBLICAN
seized upon as toastmaster, and
Voters of Calais elected Ouy L.
would have hobnobbed with Mayor
Tobin of Boston had not the latter | Thomas (Rl mayor by a 1446 to 636
been called away at the last minute ' majority, chose Republicans for every
by important business.
I elective office except alderman from
Among those called upon for re- ] Ward I, and turned down Sunday
marks was H. R Mullen, who served ' movies by a vote of almost two to
with the rank of lieutenant during one ir. the annual city election yesthe World War, and who was aide to terday.
Thomas had a majority over Ben
the Naval Force Commander at
Boston -Navy Yard when the armis Curran. Democratic candidate In
every ward. The vote on ^inday
tice was signed.
The menu cards at Hotel Ken movies was yes 690, no 1362.
more were interesting. They an
Feed for livestock is being ra
nounced that it was a reunion cf the
“Rockland Canoe Club’’—"a friend - tioned in the Netherlands.

Forty-seven men who served nt
the Rcckland Naval Station during
the World War. gathered at Hotel
Kenmore, Boston, last Thursday
and revived memories of that highly
Interesting period.
Representing
this city were Mayor Ed.vard R.
Veazie, Herbert R. Mullen and
Charles A. Rose, together with Mrs.
I red Linnell. who was entitled to a
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Former Actress Left Bulk of Property
To Sister—Nieces Were Remembered

WHAT IS BEING ACCOMPLISHED?

Folku who tune in daily to learn the latest war news, and
that includes most of us, frequently hear the communique
which says that English planes flew over German territory
and returned safely to their airports It was first assumed
that this was being done as a reconnoitering stunt, but the
invasion of German territory has now been going on for some
months and for the most part seems to have been barren of
results. But when the German planes invade British territory
their errand seems to be one of a strictly business nature. It is
all very disappointing to those of us who are sympathizing
wflh the Allies and want to see them doing something besides
dropping leaflets or spying enemy positions. Would it require
another Cabinet shake-up to attain that end?

sister and all of her personal prop
erty, with the exception of the
apartment at 8 Avenue St. Honore
d'Eylau, In Paris, and its effects,
which were left to Mrs. Vincent
will which w’as filed for probate gheean, a daughter of Lady ForbesFriday in Surrogate’s Court, New j Robertson.
Three-fifths of the
York. Miss Elliott made her last J residuary estate goes to Lady1

Tins WEEK’S CARNIVAL

The public should manifest more than ordinary interest
in the Resuscitator Carnival which is to be held at the Com
munity Building Thursday and Friday nights under the
auspices of a group of local citizens headed by Frederic Bird
and Albert McCarty, with the local service clubs co-operating.
The Rockland City Band, donating its services, will furnish
music each night, and there will be a sort of midway where
the patrons can spend their time pleasantly and their dimes
advantageously. The merchants, probably to their surprise,
have not been “boned” for gifts. The committee has adopted
a pay as you go policy. There'll be fun for everybody, and
everybody will have the fun of knowing that every last penny
goes for the purchase of a resuscitator to be used by the Fire
Department. Some day it may save your child's life; it may
even save your life. Remember that when Thursday and
Friday nights come.
SANITY MONETARY POLICIES
By a vote of 14 to 4 the banking committee of the Senate
has recommended legislation to end the government’s pur
chases of foreign silver. It is a significant and encouraging
action, revealing a strong bi-partisan feeling that the time has
come for common sense in governmental finances. The author
of the bill to stop buying metal for which the United States
has no use is Senator Townsend. Republican, of Delaware, but
the committee approving it has a majority of Democratic
members.
The margin of votes in favor of the bill was so great that
even opponents believe its passage by the Senate to be prob
able. Possibly that will not happen, for there is many a slip
between a committee report and passage of a bill, or perhaps
agreement of Senate and House Representatives on such a
bill will be found to be Impossible. Regardless of the ulti
mate fate of the proposed legislation, however, the action of
the Senate banking oommittee is likely to be regarded as a
landmark. After years of wandering in a wilderness of im
provised and experimental finance, Uncle Sam is turning
toward the broad highway of tested practice
The only criticism of Senator Townsend's bill is that it
does not go far enough in the right direction. It would ter
minate authority granted the Treasury in the 1934 Silver
Purchase Act to buy foreign silver, but it would not alter the
policy of buying newly mined domestic silver, for which Con
gress has fixed a price of 71.71 cents an ounce, far above the
metal’s market value.
About all that can be said in defense of the purchase of
foreign silver Is that It helps certain silver-producing coun
tries and convinces them that the United States is a good
neighbor— or well-meaning sucker
Purchase of domestic silver at a price artificially high,
and in spite of the fact that the government has no use for it,
is a scarcely disguised subsidy of the silver-mining industry
and the States in which the industry is important.
When Congress actually vetoes the senseless buying of un
wanted silver, It will be possible to hope an end will be made
soon thereafter of the equally senseless and even more dan
gerous practice of buying gold at an inflated price. Largely
as a result of the de valuation of the dollar, which means
raising the price of gold in terms of the dollar, the gold pro
ducers of the world have been shipping their product to the
United States. This country now has something like $18,000,030.000 in gold, or half of the world's supply of the metal, and
the golden tide still runs in this direction. Concentration of
gold in the subterranean vaults in Kentucky is destroying the
metal as the standard of value and medium of exchange in
international commerce, and may leave Uncle Sam holding
the most colossal gold brick in the history of mankind —
Pasadena, Calif, Star News.

appearance in 1920 at her own theatre in New' York, Maxine Elliott's
Theatre at 190 West Thirty-ninth
street.
Miss Elliott’s sister Oertrude,
the widow of Sir Johnston ForbesRobertson of London, receives all
of Miss Elliott's stocks and interest
in the Elliott Theatre Company, the
organization owning the theatre.
Tlie value of Miss Elliott's holdings
could not be learned.
Lady Forbes-Robertson also re
ceives the real estate owned by her

i Forbes-Robertson and Mrs. Sheean
! and three other nieces share equally
| in the remaining two-fifths. The
three other nieces, all of whom live
in England, are Mrs. Fred Miles, and
Jean and Chloe Forbes-Robertson.
Mrs. Frances Vandystadt, Miss
Elliott's maid, received a life annu
ity of $100. Tlie will also provided
that employes who had served her
for more than two years receive six
months’ wages and those in her
service less than two years get
three months’ wages.

MORAN FACTION TON

(By The Roving Reporter)
On tlie outskirts of Hallowell is
a tourists’ home called “Wagon
Wheels," and two honest-to-goodness wagon wheels form part of
the sign. An appropriate designa
tion considering that tlie proprie
tor’s object is to make "cart
wheels."

One hat manufacturer Is Issuing
an Insurance policy with every hat
lie sells. Tlie liat is Insured against
“snow , rain, heat and gloom of
night’’ to quote tlie U. 8. Postal
slogan. Also add “sitting on," and
"Calling buildings." To date no
claim has been presented wherein a
Knox County not only sent a force openly charged “dirty work customer has lost his hat by having
large delegation to the Democratic ' at the Crossroads’ —alleging that
State Convention in Bangor last j somebody had been guilty of a building fall on it.

But It Was a Snug Contest At Bangor
and Nearly Carried a Real Punch

week, but a militant one as well, i double-crossing, and threatening
The hostilities did not concern ' to bust that somebody on the beezthe endorsement of a Presidential! er. What might have happened if
candidate; that was a minor affair, some of the cooler heads had not
Roosevelt might have the country intervened cannot be stated. The
for four more years, or the Indians ' young Democrat who made the almight have it back again, as far legation was no match for the
as the scrappers were concerned, portly veteran he attacked, as to
What they wanted was control of size, but would probably have exthe County and State committees celled in footwork. But as affairs
and in their eagerness to cop off turned out he failed to get this
those prizes they seem to have for chance At the Marginot waistline.
gotten the chief essential of first
Otherwise the Knox County dele
electing a county commitee, as pro gation emerged unscathed, learning
vided in the convention call. If upon its arrival back home that
they did select one nobody has ever Roosevelt had been endorsed for a
seen a list of the members. In third term, with Jim Parley win
stead the delegation proceeded to ning the consolation prize. Exelect the chairmen in question, Sheriff J. Crosby Hobbs, of Camand the Moran outfit had tlie goods ' den, was the convention's vice
by the margin of a solitary vote— president from Knox County;
Rodney E. Feyler being re-elected Josiah H. Hobbs was chairman of
chairman of the County Commit the Knox County delegation's
tee 27 to 26, and James E. Connel- caucus, and Mrs. Ellena Fredette of
lan being chosen Knox County Owl's Head was secretary.
! member of the State Committee by
Connellans opponent for State
exactly the same tally.
committeeman was Rufus HaU of
The noses hadn't been counted Rockland, and Feyler's opponent,
in quite that manner, and an ag- tor county chairman was Robert
gressive leader of the anti-Moran I McCarty.

Twenty-five girls of tlie Kansas
State Teacher's college agreed in
1914 to keep an touch with each
other as long as they lived. Twenty
of the 25 girls still are living and
they have a system of correspon
dence that goes on and on in a
never-broken circle. There is a
large envelope that travels a pre
scribed route from one corres
pondent to the next. Each woman
keeps the envelope seven days, ex
tracts the letter she placed in it
when it reached her on its previous
trip and replaces it with a fresh
letter. The packet travels through
out tiie United States and to
Hawaii.

Older citizens who recall the
rock-hauling days of the lime in
dustry, remember how the material
was transported from the quarries
to the kilns "by the cask," their
remuneration being governed by
tlie amount of lime which the rock
produced after being burned. Fred
M. Blackington of Waldo avenue
has the distinction of being tha
first man to haul rock by the ton,
and he found It much more re*
Although the average head size munerative, he says, than by tha
of American men is 74, of 12 men old method. Oone are all but a
recently chosen "most distinguished few’ of the rock Wagons, for the
and well-hatted" by American hat i trucks do it now, hauling eight
manufacturers, only one, Fred loads a day where the wagons used
Astaire took average size. Among to haul but four. Gone are the
the others, Gene Tunney wore 74, wheelwrights and most of the
Bing Crosby, 74; Herbert Bayard blacksmiths. Gone are all but a
Swope, 74; and Lowell Thomas, few of those hardy and husky
74. Another notable departure teamsters who daily invaded Park,
from average was the 18th century Llmerock and Rankin streets. Oone
Scottish philosopher, David Hume. also is much of the prosperity
His size was 84. The head size of which they created. Fred Black
the British royal family runs ington tells me that as many as
small. George V wore 6% as do 150 wagons (four-horse teams)
Oeorge VI and the Duke of were hauling rock here at one time.
Windsor.

Warren, but according to the pro
prietor refused to pay for it. Davis
Run Away From Home notified the State Police. The
State Police in turn notified the
and Land in Rockland
Augusta authorities and the fugi
Police Station; Two
One year ago: Pour negroes were
Can you name the world's three
tives were finally captured near
Escape, But Liberty Is
largest cities without stopping to arrested by Sheriff Ludwick for
Farmingdale by Patrolmen Poster think? "The World's Almanac" robbery in Camden—The Rubin
Short Lived
and Pelletier, but not until the gives the population of Greater stein Club was hostess to the Ce
Pour Connecticut youths who ran ' officers had fired four shots at the London as 8,665,000, which is now cilia Club of Augusta.—The bowl
away from their homes in Water- icar- one of them blowing out a greatly reduced by evacuations and ing season closed with Phil Grover
mobilization. The same authority of Camden as county champion —
bury Saturday morning had Can rear tire.
In Municipal Court last night lists the New York City population Almon B. Cooper died at the age
ada as their destination, but inBass and Santana were fined $100 as 7,575,339, and that of the city and of 52 —George E. Dunton, 83, died
stead they fetched up In a ditch ; eacb jor taking an automobile withits metropolitan area as 10,901,424 in Warren—Dr. Franz Leyonberg,
on Atlantic street Rockland, and out the owners permission. The (1930). Tokio is the World's third formerly of North Haven, died in
it proved the open sesame to the charge of larceny of the Bowley largest city.
I Liberty.
1 on their terrific sweep. At the
Spring street police station.
car was not pressed by County At
same time, all of the important
The group comprised Robert torney Burrows.
I Through Use of Alcohol." Mrs. Susie
characters are portrayed by the, Bass, 19; Earner Santano, 17;
Moriarty and Greenlaw were re
Talking Picture of The
j Lamb gave brief comments on “In
Aubrey Greenlaw, 15; and Jahn paid for not joining in the Sunday
Passion Play, One of the finest actors that could be obtained Moriarty, 17. They made the trip (morning
telligent People Should Study and
Also
a
W?CT.
U.
Membreak from the police sta
for the various parts. The picture
Know the effects of Alcoholic
Screen’s Great Triumphs Is unusual and spectacular, and at te Maine in a 1940 Oldsmobile ’ tion. They were not held,
bership
Meeting
—
Inter

Drinks.
” The playlet, “I Don't
_________
Golgotha", the talking motion ! the same time, it is intensely in- owned by the Bass boy's father, .
esting Program Presented Quite Understand" presented a pre
entertainment, the best Egbert' Bas- who is $aid to be a
picture of the Passion Play, which J*"*’”’
.
.
....
vious meeting by Miss Mabel Seavey,
. that has ever been shown in this wealthy factory owner in Water- I
The membership meeting and Miss Ada Young .Miss Ernestine
bury.
is being sponsored in Bath by the,
,
guest day of the WC.T.U. was held Getchell, Mrs. Josephine Grover,
The few dollars which consti
Uncle Sam’s Boys in
Woman's Association will be shown
you baVe often heard and read
Friday afternoon at the home of Miss Alena Young was repeated by
tuted their exchequer, were quickly
Camden Will Hold Open
this afternoon and evening in the the story of the life of Christ, but
dissipated, and on the Bath side
the Misses Ada #nd Alena Young, request. Mrs. Clara Emery read a
auditorium of the Universalist you will never appreiate its full
House Thursday—
humorous poem "Tlie Reformer Re
of the Carleton bridge they were
with 36 present.
Church. For years people have meaning until you see it in talking
formed." A letter from Mrs. Hope
Seventh Birthday
forced with the necessity of buying
Mrs. Edith Tweedie conducted de Brewster of Yakima, Wash., a for
wanted to see the immortal Passion motion picture form, as presented
more gasoline and faced with the
The Camden C C.C. camp is hold- votions, taking for her theme “Tlie mer member and officer written
Play. This film shows the entire in "Golgotha”. This film not only
fact that they didn't have the
-u
Ing open house Thursday afternoon Joy of Service.”
Passion Play, starting with Christ gives you the immortal story of the
to Mrs. Jeanette Dunton, was read
bT^ £J™
pu
and evening in ceirtiation °f
triumphal entrance into Jerusalem life of Christ, in an effective manby Mrs Emery,
Mrs.
Thelma
Stanley,
soloist,
sang
H,
7
seventh anniversary of the C.C.C.
on the first Palm Sunday and in- ' ner, but at the same time, it is a ,„n «,
Refreshments were served. Mrs.
| on the Oldsmobile, and Bass
Guides will be available during the "The Stranger of Oalilee.”
eluding the betrayal of Christ by big. spectacular motion picture proVelma Olds, Miss Margaret Mcswapped it for the price of gaso
Miss Margaret Crandon of Thom Knight poured. The hostesses were
afternoon to show vistlors around
Judas. the trial before Pilate and duction that ranks with the great- line.
the
camp
and
various
work
projects.
King Herod, the Crucifixion, the , est epics ever made in the film busi- Then came the mishap on Atlan
aston, county president making an assisted in serving by Miss Mabel
Resurrection and Christ's last words ness. The committee for the local tic street and the night's incar At night there will be a novelty official visit to the Rockland Union, Seavey and Mrs. Beatrice Brown,
to his disciples. "Golgotha” was | showing of the picture at Univer- ceration at City Marshal Fish's program at 7.30 to which the general brought greetings and spoke of the
Among those attending were Miss
made tn Europe at a cost of $800,000 salist Church this afternoon and free boarding house on Spring public is Invited.
work in the county. L.T.L.'s have HeIen York, Miss Anne Flint, Mrs.
A visit to the camp is interesting been organized at Appleton, Union, Abb'e Richardson. Mrs. Jeannette
with a cast of thousands. Since it j, evening
....... consists of Miss Lucy
street.
contains no doctrine, creed or Rhodes, Mrs. Etta Stoddard and The five young men were placed 'and educational and makes one ap- Hope and Thomaston.
Dunton .Miss Lena Miller. Mempropaganda, but Is absolutely non- Mrs. M. Pauline Gregory.
temporarily in the woman's quart- preclate th(* Slcat benefit derived by
The county convention is to be bers *or many years who are not
crs. Patrolman Earle U. Chaples the tx>VS in camp and b>' the com- held in Friendship the latter part
sectarian, all churches and religions
ab'e t° attend the meetings,
endorse it.
was called to another part of the j niun*l.v in which a camp is located, of May. Miss Amy Fackt, a new continue to keep at heart interest in
The making of "Golgotha” re
city, and during his absence Bass
field worker in alcohol education the work.
Knox County Republican drte- and Santano broke down the
quired a cast of thousands of people.
for New England States, will be the
The “Film Daily", which is the offl- gates will hit the trail for Portland wooden door and made a hasty
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
convention speaker.
The Maine Methodists will hold
cial publication of the motion pic tomorrow afternoon bent on seeing exit. Escaping afoot promised to
The following program was pre
LAMENT FOR A POOR POET
ture industry in this country, states: all phases of the biggest State Con- be too risky, so the fiujitives took their annual conference in Auburn sented: Piano solo, by Mrs. Nellie
“No mob scenes such as these have. vention the party has ever seen in possession of a car tfclonging to April 10-15 meeting there for the Magune; reading, Miss Florence He situ at the foot of Oolgotha,
And out of hla singing soul
ever before been recorded on film, this State. The Knox County dele- Arthur Bowley and headed west first time in 18 years. Bishop G Hastings; a message to W. C. T. U. He fashions songs to make his Lord
A
shining aureole.
They are breath-taking and awe- ' gatlon will hold its caucus at 8.30 wards. Gas has a habit of giving Br°mley Oxnam, newly appointed members from tlie National cor
But
all the songs he sings are vain.
^e New England area since the responding secretary, Mrs. Deyo.
Inspiring. Innumerable close-ups ' p. m. in the Silver Room at the out in whatever car one uses, and
And all his singing dross are given of dozens of people in the Graymore Hotel. This meeting will so the men, from Connecticut uniting conference, will preside, Mrs. Hattie Bickmore read an arti For he alls at the foot of Oolgotha
While Christ hangs on the cross.
cast, and each close-up represents select a vice president member of again found themselves up against making his first official appearance cle on "Opinions of Eminent Phy„„ .....
.
I And ye- hts Lord may deem his 6ongs
it.
j
at
a
conference,
although
he
was
a dlstince Individual, reflecting his ’ the Resolutions Committee, a
sicians on Effects Mental and Phvwi re better sung than not.
or her Individual emotions." The I county committee and a State copiThey filled the borrowed car at *n Maine last fall on a tour of in- steal of Alcohol." Miss Una Miller,1
Hlm
the Benjamin L. Davis station in spection of the churches.
mob scenes will hold you spellbound j mitteeman.
read an article on "Criminals .Made'
—Myles Connolly

Connecticut Boys

Is Awe-Inspiring

’Twas “Guest Day”

BENEFIT TAG DAY
SATURDAY, APRIL 6
for the

SONS OF AMERICAN LEGION

UNIFORM FUND
Do your bit for these Patriotic, Ambitious

Youngsters!

PAUL PLOURD
MASTER BARBER

Has purchased the former
Rogers Barber Shop at
13 LIMEROCK STREET
IT IS NOW CALLED

PAUL’S BARBER SHOP
Two Barbers
All Modern—All Sanitary
/ Visit

PAUL’S BARBER SHOP
40’It

Men's hats for spring, 1940, are
feeling tlie influence of a moving
picture. There is no doubt that
tlie swashbuckling “Rliett" as por
trayed by Clark Gable in “Gone
with the Wind”, lias done a great
deal toward setting men's hat styles
for this spring. Tlie brims on the
1940 spring hats average 4 to 4
inch wider than those of last fall.
These wider brims are quite In
keeping with the new crowns which
are lower and tapered. Colors arc
making real news in men’s hats
this spring, and chief among the
newcomers Is blue-green.
This
color harmonizes with the bluegreen clothing so much in de
mand, and equally well with grey
or soft brown materials. Bluegrey and the green-grey, are al
ready proving extremely popular.
Covert color, khaki and olive,
which might be called “Tan-greygreen,” are gaining steadily.

Invitation From C.C.C.

Republican Delegates

Methodist Conference

Fvery-Other-Day
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The Courier-Gazette A Crucial Week

Annular Eclipse

THREE-TIMES-A-WF.E8

Did not our heart burn within
us, while He talked with us by
the way, and while He opened
to us the Scriptures?—Luke 24:
32.

Many Delegates To Be
Chosen To the National
Political Conventions

Sun Goes Under Cover

Next Sunday—To Be
Studied In Texas

The Community *
Bowling
League
By

79 78-237
96 100—278
94 118-316

vs. Ktwanis, and Texaco vs. Pern-. Karl
Wednesday night, Mid-Town vs. Lufkin
Faculty. Friday night, Mid-Town L. Cole
vs. Texaco, and Elks vs. Post Office
• • • •
Scores of recent matches resulted
thus:
Post Office (4)
Flanagan .........
220 88 KC—31#
French _______
9887 88-271
T. Perry ................... 04 98 85—277
McPhee ................. 86 94 87—267
D. Perry ................. 96 101 92—289

442 444 478 1364

Feyler's (0)
Moran
Oregory
Gross
Johnson ..............
Danlello ...............

have swapped punches on a pre' \ious occasion.
Tire top prelim will find Butch
Red Blooded Boys Will ■ Wooster, Jr., back in the ring with
Mix It At the Park Street Kid Norman of Waterville trying
to step on his ambitions. Tire fans
Arena Friday Night
saw their recent scrap In Pittsfield,
Better weather has been ordered and a whole bunch of them will be
for the boxing show to be held at ( over to the second clash.
The other bouts arc: Slugger
the Park Street Arena next Friday
j
Brown
of Pittsfield and Dusty
night.
Peters of Rockland: and Alton
The main bout will introduce Carl
Wooster of Rockland vs. Joe Nadeau
. Lawless of Bangor and K. O. Brown of Sanford.
'of Pittsfield, the former swinging a

Slugging Battles

79— 251
94-370
The first direct tests of strength Changes occurring in the lonob il
83—243
RUTH WARD
between supporters of President sphere of the earth's atmosphere
92
—253
77
Roosevelt and Vice President Gar- during the annular eclipse of the
83—255
80
ncr, on the Democratic side, and |5un on April 7 «ill be observed in American League Standing
MARY AUSTEN
the vicinity of San Antonio. Texas,
between Thomas E. Dewey and
WOMAN OF GENIUS
415 431 431-1277
near the middle of the eclipse path,
Publishers—Gotham House, New I Senator Arthur Vandenberg, Re under the Joint auspices of the Na Post Office.
503 468 462-1423
York. Dr. Helen MacKnight Doyle publicans, make this week a key tional Geographic Society and the Harding's Wonders,
STONINGTON
Klwanis il)
Very fast left, and the latter a
has given in this biography of a one in pre-convention jockeying for National Bureau of Standards, it Mid-Town,
Enlands Bristol Blenheim is re
Millard Anderson of Stonington
91 106 1C7—304
Cook ____ __ ....
remarkable woman, a minute and the major party presidential nomi was announced by the two organ Texaco.
:
strapper who keeps a chip well ported to be the best bomber in the
High
School
won
the
American
Le

95
81
78-252
Cummings ----Perry's.
understanding history of a tragic
present European Wax,
izations yesterday. Two radio en Ktwanis,
nations.
Miller .................... 105 84 90—279 gion State speaking contest at Au- tialanced on each shoulder.
and pathetic childhood; unloved by
A
grudge
fight
is
what
they
call
88
—266
gusta,
March
29
in
competition
with
Today. Wisconsin voters will select gineers from the Bureau will be in Elks.
Barnard ............. .. 02
the mother who bore her and later
delegates to each party’s national charge of the work and will use re Faculty,
97—248 four other high school youths. He I he semi-final, for it will bring to
The titmouse, a bird, will snatch
Scwlott .............. 76
misunderstood by most of those
will represent Maine in the regibnl gether Joe Soucy of Grand Isle and hairs from a man's head and use
cently
constructed
mobile
equipa
•
a
a
convention in primaries, and at the
with whom the misfortunes of life
Postponed matches to be played
same time will mark their choices ment mounted on an automobile
450 434 456-1349 contest at Plymouth, Mass, April 10 Cracker Favreau of Rockland, who j them in nest building.
placed her. A mind constantly
• a a a
Oils week are: Tonight, Mid-Town
Among those who attended the
for presidential nominees The 24 trailer.
seeking to know and understand
American Legion speaking contest
delegates to be selected by each The ionosphere is the region of I
Mid-Town (5)
earth s treasures, a heart longing
party will not be bound to vote these the radio reflecting layers which darkness, have revealed changes in Daniels ................. 100 106 77—285 at Augusta, March 29 were: Mr. and
for sympathy and love, she hoed her
preferences, but all are campaign lie from 30 to 250 miles above the the ionization density of certain of C. Sleeper ............. 82 77 197—266 Mrs. Richard Howell, Miss Lena
own row striving to prepare herself
earth's surface. These layers, whose the ionosphere layers, like the L. Cole .................. 104 100 91—293 Morey, Mrs. Esther Mcline, Mrs
to be the remarkable woman of ing as supporters of one or another
existence was first speculated about changes that occur at night, and Beaulieu ................ 88 90 87—2651 Adeline Gross. Mrs. Lillian Joyce,
of
the
.'our
men.
genius she became, as her many
Because of the third term ques 50 years ago, have become fairly have shown that the characteristics G Sleeper............. 118 94 81—293 [ David! Sturdee and Ear! Snow.
poems and books declare in them
--------- I Mrs. Fred Mercier is employed at
selves. The intelligent manner in tion and the absence of any previous well-known since the growth of the ] of the affected layers are altered
495 469 443-1407 St. Mary's Rectory.
wireless
telegraph
and
the
radio
test
of
Dewey
vs.
Vandenberg
senti

step
by
step
with
the
progress
of
which Doctor Doyle has described
the eclipse. It is certain, therefore, Elks lOt
the vicissitudes and struggles, ment, the Wisconsin primary over telephone.
94—263
j
that marked changes in some of Marshall ................. 81
shadows
delegate
contests
this
week
through tragedy, with little of
Ionosphere Aids Radio llrnudcasllng
90—264 BOATS AND MOTORS
Black
.......
.
...........
84
; the layers can be noted, even
cheerfulness to uphold the great in five other States.
Without these reflecting strata the
84—240
McIntosh ...........
80
Ask About Our
New
York
also
will
hold
a
primary
though
the
eclipse
of
April
7
falls
purpose of Mary Austen's life is re
great radio industry as it is conduc
TIME PAYMENT PLAN
83- 308
Williams
............
132
Tuesday to choose delegates to the1
slightly short of being total. At the
vealing and dramatic.
A. L. ANDERSON
ted could not exist, because radio
83—250
80
Roes
Dr. Doyle is a writer of clear national conventions from the jI waves travel nearly in straight lines moment of greatest darkness a nar
CAMDEN. ME.
straightforward literary ability and state's 43 Congressional districts. On 'j and would aflect receiving sets only row ring of the sun will be visible
Next Camden Yacht Club
457 431 437-1325
entirely surrounding the dark disk
32-37
gives a record and interpretation j the same day, two delegates to the
weakly beyond the horizon. But be
of the moon.
that amounts to genius. Mary I Republican National Convention
cause the ionosphere does exist and
Elks (4)
The trailer-mounted equipment,
Austen was a formidable person will be selected at a convention in
89 82 98—269 [
, reflects radio signals, they are re
Berliawsky
j
the
Sixth
Congressional
district
of
operated by storage batteries, will
ality and oould bludgeon editors or
99 79 85 —263
ceived strongly far beyond the
Black .......
reviewers into what she wished said Kansas.
send upward radio signals of steadi
99 82 102—283
McIntosh
horizon. In fact the signals can1
of herself. She went through life
In a statewide convention Thurs
ly increasing frequency. This fre
101 122 94-317
Williams ...
[ go bouncing entirely around the
hungry for affection which she sel day. Kansas Republicans will select
92 97 99—288
I world, glancing back and forth be- quency increase (or "shortening" of Roes .........
dom got and wished most to be ta j four delegates-at-large and confirm
the radio "waves') will take place
I tween the ionosphere layers above
ken care of which she never was. 14 delegates chosen in district conin one minute, and will be repeated
480 462 478-1420
and the earth below.
She has been called the most bril 1 ventions. Maine Republicans will
over and over during the progress Texaco (1)
The
layers
consist
of
concentra

liant woman of her day. This bio J meet the same day In a State con
of the eclipse. The time required for Chaples ...
74 109 87—270
graphy holds one to the end and vention to pick 13 delegates to the tions of ions or "mutilated" mole- i the "echo'' signals of the various
106 74 96—270
A McLoon
culcs of the gases that make up the I
deserves careful reading. K S. P.
national convention.
frequencies to return from the re Mank ........
83 101 85—269
! Democrats in Arizona will hold a air. The gas molecules become torn flecting layers at different stages of
91 100 104-295
J McLoon
and therefore electrified from col
■ State convention Saturday to select
darkness will be recorded photogra Mitchell
93 86 85- 265
j their slate of six convention dele- lisions by the billions of rays of phically. These tracings will .diow
SeuMtienal Relief freer IndifcstMO
sunlight that plow through on their!
| gates.
447 470 458-1375
and One Derr Proees It
way to the earth. When night j variations in the ionization density
. If «Xe flr.r (1pm, of tali
tittle
• • • •
Thus far. a total of 24 Democratic 1
of
the
layers
and
in
their
heights
Hark tablet daren't bring yoaa the fa,teat and moat
falls, and sunlight no longer passes j
raoplraa rat,at r-i bare MMelenrrA ae.,,1 b«:!t
bark to us and grt DOUBLE MONEY BACK Tbl, national convention votes have been
The observations may also throw MidTown 14)
Bril-ana tablet bain the nrmarb dtgrtt f »d.
through the atmosphere, the crea
Bakea the airesa itnmarh #uldr bamlasa and lrta chosen, all pledged to the president. 1
light
on processes occurring on the Daniels ________ T7 86 90-353
»ru eat the oourlihing food, you need. For heart
1 tion of ions stops. Very quickly the
burn. alrk headache and unset, ad often rautad br They are Maine. 10. New Hampshire,
sun
which
determine the ionization Dummy .............. — 96 95 95—285
•areas stonarb fluid, making you feel ,nur and
[lowest of the layers, the E layer,
alrk all otoe-JI ST ONE DOSE uf Bali ana prune 8. and Alaska. 6.
of the earth's atmosphere.
C Sleeper ____ 86 98 111—294
• nerdy rail,!. >Sc searnahntu.
I practically disappears because the
The greatest fear of all visual and J. Beaulieu ............ 106 91 113—310
"wounded" molecules "heal ' or grow ,
photographic observers of eclipses O Sleeper _______ 112 88 106-306
Have Your Floors Sanded back to their normal condition, I is that clouds may cover the sky
Gradually after sunset, the higher
475 458 515-1443
and make useless the months of
Now and Avoid Rush!
layers, known as FI and F2. also
WATER PIPES RENEWED
preparation and the many miles of Perry's (1)
become less densely ionized; but
AND WIRED OUT
1 have the best sanding equip
! travel usually necessary' to reach Norton ......... ..... - 104. 98 128—307
NEW SEWERS LAID
_ 95 95 95—285
ment in Maine. Practically all radio signals reflected from them eclipse paths. But clouds will make Dummy
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
mechanical, little hand work nec are stronger because they do not
.... 87 99 103—288
Marshall
no
difference
to
the
National
OtoPLUGGED
essary. Will go anywhere.
have to pass twice through the elec
.... 83 89 98-270
APRIL 1 - 6
Stewart .
SEPTIC TANKS A CESSPOOLS
graphicSBureau
of
Standards
ob

Use Seal Tight floor finish. trified region of the day-time E
AND CEMENT WORK
....
83
100
95
—
278
Leg
age
..
servers. The radio signals will make
Never needs to be sanded again. layer, losing energy on the way.
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
their round trips to the reflecting
DOLE'S
RALPH L. RKHARDS
440 481 408-1428
layers and will record the ionization
Eclipse to Occur April 7
i5 FRANKLIN ST.. ROCKLAND
Observations in the paths of pre changes even though the eclipse is
TEL. 952
TEL, 1187-R, ROCKLAND, ME.
Wanders (41
vious eclipses, during the period of hidden by a cloud mantle.
KELLOGG’S
82—241
Harding .....
LGE
90—
275
ALL-BRAN
Clarke -----PKG
73—243
Black .... ....
NATION-WIDE
Carr ..... ........ . ...... 100 109 99—308
COFFEE BLUE BAG
Hobbs ....... -........ - 103 82 99—284
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464 444 443-1351
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Dummy ............. .... 81 87 95-263
DERBY SANDWICH SPREAD
CANS
452 4C8 463-1343

A

Judge it by its Cup Quality

SAUDI
TEA

INDIGESTION

NOW IS THE TIME!

S. E. EATON

PIMEAPPLE JUICE

19c

SALAD DRESSING or SANDWICH SPREAD

102

National League Standing
W
1
6nows.
30
Old Timers.
22 1
Rice.
22
1
Feyler's.
17
1
Swift.
18 I
Rovers.
15 <
Armour's,
12 '
Gulf.
1 :

/

,\es

AND RIDE A MILE

ca^ e*>

• ALL RAILROADS in the East arc offering NEW LOW FARES—
Everywhere.
• Fares arc to be two cents per mile in roaches.

No restrictions -No return limits. Go when you please, return when
you please.
At two rents per mile—50 miles for only $1—You can now go anywhere
on fast, modern, deluxe trains—yes, even on the streamlined Hying
Yankee the fare is only 2c per mile.

{rott*
HOC1

Now in effect—no matter where you want to travel ask your nearest
Maine Central agent to quote you the new low roach railroad fares
—It's the safe—economical way to go.

to
Mik#*'

.OU*'
6.06
n' 4."
MOV
,OSS3.45
DO>’
l,Os
-st
tor
nt
get ,\Se point»
lA" r.v
’
,\n>'
to otb«r
se*

Two

Si"

rents a Mile Anywhere in the East, Commencing March 25.

PREPARED MUSTARD
.203

Only one match remains in the
National league. Armour's vs. Oulf
Thursday night at 7.30. If Armour s
team wins five points, there will be
tie for fourth place between Fey
ler's and Armour.
Results of recent matches.
Swift (4)
Lufkin .................. 94 78 82—254
Small
................. 71 77 83—231
Leemau ................ 75 96 73—244
Smith ................... 87 82 86—255
B«um ................... 90 81 84—356

Gulf (I)
Hutchinson
80
Hallowell .............. 81
Seavejr .................. 73
Oreeley .........
75
Danielson
81

76
72
76
78
89

78—234
86—238
98—247
76—229
89—262

I

I

19

2

19c

NATION-WIDE

PREPARED SPAGHETTI

COCOA

CAN

NATION-WIDE

, 9OZ
, JARS

19c

TALL
CANS

19c

’ ’ 19c

NATION-WIDE

TUBE

| NATION-WIDE TOILET PAPER

1000
SHEET
ROLLS

WHITNEY RASPBERRIES

NO «
CAN

19c

LARGE
CAN

|2C

BARS

19c

LIGHT — FLUFFY - TEMPTING

-^MARSHMALLOW FLUFF

ScanL

9- ■

P and G SOAP
REG
SIZE

WINDEX

17c

SIZE

33c

RADIO SALE
THE MARJORIE MILLS HOUR SPECIALS

393 391 426-1210

Snow's (4)
Mills ................
Crockett
.......
Willis ......... .
Gatcombc ............
McKinney .............

Rovers (5)
McConchie
Heal

90
75
87
103
104

94
105
81
86
93

84—268
107—287
92—260
105—294
91—288

.. 87 93 08—278
99 83 84—255

ttiiMitntt

DRANO

CAN

21c

LGE

21c

I

438 464 427-1229

I

2

417 414 408-1239

Armour's (1)
C. Brown ................ 77 92 90—259
Jameson ............
8185 92—258
Thomas ................ 112 104 80—296
Jackson
84 92 88—264
Ryder ..................... 84 91 77—252

Mb

19c

PRUDENCE CORNED BEEF HASH

459 459 479-1387

7=

2

CHIPSO GRANULES
FLAKESor
-■S'Su ms hine\

KRISPY CRACKERS

Sea Recipe for Toll House Chocolate Crunch Cookies
on the other side of this handbill
k NESTLE'S SWEET CHOCOLATE
7OZ

BARS

CREAM SALAD MUSTARD 2

H

FRIEND'S

f£ TRIPLE

WHEATENA

, YOU MAY SUM THtY’U UISF
-AMO SAITEO JUST (HOUGH

> CfllCIOUS CHOtOlAtttOYlMD
MMSHMAUOW CAMS - ctllo.l

25<

FRENCH'S
ja«

23c

Pea

beans

Re’d^r;

2 CANS 27c
PKG 23c

THE HOUSEWIVES' PROGRAM

NATION-WIDE SERVICE

GROCERS

Every-Other-Day
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ROCKLAND’S GREATEST SPRING EVENT

RESUSCITATOR CARNIVAL
THURSDAY=FRIDAY—APRIL 4=5
COMMUNITY BUILDTNG, ROCKLAND
BEANO—MIDWAY—GAMES—FUN—ENTERTAINMENT
THE OBJECT ...
The group which ha* worked hard for this great
Carnival has done it absolutely without pay in order
to secure a badly needed resuscitator for the fire de
partment.
Merchants have not been solicited. AU prizes
bought in this city.

All-time High in Fun—Record Smashing Values in Door Prizes—Absolute Tops THE PRIZES ...
Each game will pay off in different colored tickets
in Entertainment—Greatest Beano Prizes Ever
EVERY CENT WILL GO TOWARD THE PUR
CHASE OF AN INHALATOR-RESUSC1TATOR

according to the score received on the game. These
tickets will be worth points which can be turned in at
the prize booth for many valuable prizes.
Save your tickets—they are good both nights.

All Rockland People—All Rockland-Bought Prizes and Supplies—AH Volunteered Help—Every Penny of the Net Proceeds Goes To Buy the Resuscitator.
General Admission 10c, Entitles Holder to Door Prize Try. All Balcony Spectators Will Have Door Prize Stubs.
Demonstration of Resuscitator-Inhalator Each Night
6. Gronros, local boat builder. Is ACCEPT OUR THANKS
The Rockland Chamber of Com-1
back from New London after a trip Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
merce gains four recruits In the
In the new fishing boat Maine Maid.
We too say long live the good old Stonington Furniture Company,,
Courier-Gazette and the Black Cat Thomas Anastasio, Donald Perry
The funeral services of Mrs. Sarah column which is read first.
and Mike Armata.
Lufkin, late of Olen Cove, will be
L. S. Robbins
held in the First Baptist Church
Southwest Harbor.
Anderson Auxiliary, S.U.V. wil'
------------------I meet Wednesday night. Mrs. Doris
April 3—At Unlvrniellst Church mo-| Wednesday at 2 p. m.
tlon picture and sound presentation of :
The Rebekahs have an important Ames will be hostess at the beano
•'Passion Play ".
April 3 Waldoboro Lecture by Com I Mis Lloyd Rhodes Is substituting j meetjng tonight and will make Party in the afternoon and the 6
minder Donald B MacMillan at High
for Mrs Mary Gliddcn
at the Grace plans Ior Home Night
.. ...................
: o'clock supper will be in charge of
School auditorium
April J—Vlnalhaven Two comedies i street school while Mrs. Gliddcn is
Mrs. Velma Marsh.
at Union vestry.
April 4 (7 p m I—Radio rally by' on her western trip,
i
A
special
attraction
at
the
Lions
Radio Carolers at Tenants Harbor Bap-I
A query has been received as to
tlat Church
Club meeting tomorrow will be the
April 4 (10 a. m.) Republican State
Knox County Camera Club meets demonstration of the resuscitator-1Whether anyone owns a copy of
Convention In City hall Portland.
“The Old Family Physician,'' a book
April 4 (12 m (—Second District Re- tonight at 7.30 at Congregational inhalator by a factor?' expert.
utulcao Convention In City hall. Port
_____
j
which
was distributed as a prevestry.
There
will
be
discussion
of
ind
April 4 Camden Recital by Mrs “Filters'- conducted by James Moore.
Aurora Lodge. FA M, has work mium bV this Paper some years ago.
Ruth Collemer's pupils at St Thomas
on the Entered Apprentice degree
——--------------parish house
April 4-5 -R F D Resuscitator Fund
Red Jacket troop of Sea Scouts at Thomaston Wednesday night,
Fair at Community Building
April 5- Warren-High School prize meets Thursday night, the date hav- Rockland lodge has similar degree
TRIAL
.■peaking con ter-1 at Town hall.
April 5 13 to 91—Woman’s Educa ing been changed from Friday night work at South Thomaston tonight.
PIANO LESSONS
tional Club meets at O A R hall
as some of the members will be at
April 6—Knox Pomona Orange meets
To demonstrate how quickly
Lloyd Daniels and Sherman | and
with Weymouth Orange. Thomaston
tending a YFCU meeting in Gar
easily pupils learn to play
April 10-13—Maine Methodist ConlerDaniels were in Hallowell Sunday to , music by the Perfield System,
diner.
ence In Auburn
April 19 Patriots Day
-------I attend an executive meeting of the1 Four Free Lessons will be given
April 23—Visitors' night and social
to any parent and ehild at an
A special feature of tlx; big car- ; Maine State Jewelers Association,
at Pleasant Valley Grange
hour scheduled by appointment.
nival to be held Thursday and Fri- Dinner was served at the Worster
Phone 1026
The Camden Masonii assembly day at Community Building will be House.
scheduled for Thursday has been nightly demonstrations of the in-------MABEL F. LAMB
halator-resuscitator for the pur- j Ansel C Saunders letter carrier, | 100 Limeroek St., Rockland. Me.
postponed to April 11.
chase of which the affair is being [missed from his regular route, but
29-30
is still with the service, having been
A tag day to benefit the uniform staged.
transferred to the mailing depart
fund of the Sons of the American
Legion will be held Saturday.
Willis N Hooper remains serious- ment. He is succeeded on the car
' ly ill at his home on Camden street. rier route by Richard Perry.
E. B Sansom has resumed his Several weeks ago on account of
Local Kiwanians heard an In
duties at the Post Office after seven Illness, he resigned his position at
weeks’ absence due to illness includ the Willow Street Market, having teresting talk on "Unemployment
the
on , last
ing three weeks at Knox Hospital I been with this firm (formerly Gilley!
and Duncan) for the past 15 years.,SpCaker, be‘ng Joh" W Trott' maI»-!
Mrs. Ruth* A. Hoch of Glen Cove His many friends wiU deeply regret ag" Ot the ^°ckland emPlo™t:
has assumed her duties as man I to learn ot his condition.
iscn Ce’
1
——
ager of the Bell Shop. She is suc I
The census enumerators have!
ceeded in the Scars Order Office
Reappointment of Deputy Mar
nothing on the tax assessors who1
by Miss Norma Havener.
shal Almon P. Richardson and Pa
arc also on their rounds. Assisting!
trolmen Edward C. Ingraham and in this work are F. H. Sanborn, Luke [
Odd Fellows of District 16 are Earl U. Chaples was confirmed by
getting busy, DD.G.M. Oliver B. the aldermen last night. The tic S. Davis, John A. Andrews, Mrs.
Lovejoy is notifying the lodges in vote on Chaples was broken by Al Blanche Morton, Albert C. Jones,
that district of a meeting to be held derman William J. Sullivan who Miss Mary Sylvester and Mrs Etta
with Knox Lodge in this city April was presiding in the absence of Andersen.
25.
Mayor Veazic. Ingraham's confir
The question of what Charles S
mation was by unanimous vote.
Maxey would do with his spare time
The yacht Lyndonia, owned by the
after retiring from his duties with
late Cyrus H. K. Curtis, of Philadel
BORN
the Central Maine was solved by
phia has been sold to Pan American
llanin At Damariscotta, March 25. that officious personage known as
Mr and Mrs I.lnrood Hanna ot New
Airways as a station ship for an to
Harbor, a son—Robert Linwood
Mr. Grippe. Charles has been out
island the line has purchased oil
Knowlton—At Stonington. March 23.
to Mr and Mrs. Ralph Knowlton, a son of the house only six days since
Australia.
—Darryl Clinton.
quitting work.
The words of a big automobile
Nevells—At Stonington. March 24. to

TALK OF THE TOWN

E

ROCKLAND’S SPRING FUNFEST

that brings ’em in.”

United Music Publishers has ac
cepted from Mrs. Rosia Huntley
of Damariscotta a waltz entitled
“Where the Whippoorwills Are Call
ing”. This material was written
In collaboration with George A.
Gibbs. Jr., internationally known,
composer, author, arranger and
teacher.

Mr and Mrs Shirley Nevells. a son—
Thomas Albert

MARRIED
Hastings-Carroll—At Auburn, March
30 Fred 8 Havings of Union and Miss
Marguerite I. Carroll of Camden -Rev
Robert F Sweetser
Hilttncs-llurns At Stonington March
24, Elmer Billings of Stonington, and
Helene Burns of Swans Island—By
Elder Ooorge Knowlton

The Dirigo, a Portland fishing
schooner was towed to this port
Saturday by the C. G. Travis which
found her in a southwest gale off
Matinicus Rock with engine trouble.
The schooner discharged 13,000
pounds of fish at Feyler's. Engine
repairs will be completed today.

DIED

Public beano GAR. Hall Wed.
April 3; 2 p. m—adv.

DANCING
Every Wed.
AT

GLEN
COVE
Music By

HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES
DOOR PRIZE

97Ttf

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
ISO. 781-1 « 761-11
110-112 JJMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

110-tt

Simmons—At New Harbor. March 22.
George Simmons
Riley—At Pawtucket. R I. March 30.
John Riley, formerly of St George,
aged 54 years.
Funeral Jodav at 2
o'clock from St George Church. Wiley s
Corner
Robinson—At
Warren. March 31
Mansflcld R Roblilaon, aged 85 years,
2 months. 21 days. Funeral Wednesday
at 2 o'clock from residence
Inter
ment In Riverview cemetery
Wotton—At Friendship. March 31.
Walter H Wotton aged 75 years. 3
months. 4 days. Funeral Tuesday at 3 I
o'clock from residence Interment In
Village cemetery.
,
Worcester - At Rockland,
April
1.1
Jennie C.. wife ot Charles Worcester,
aged 54 years. 4 months. 1 day Funeral
Thursday at 2 o'clock from Burpee
funeral home.
Havener At Rockport. April 1. Hattie
Oertrude. widow of Joseph A Havener,
aged 79 years. 5 months. 16 days. Fu
neral Wednesday at 2 o'clock from
residence on Spear street. Rockport
Lufkin At Rockport. March 31. Sarah
F . widow of Zebulon Lufkin, aged 88
years. 7 months, lu days. Funeral Wedesday at 2 o'clock from Rockland First
Baptist Church.

executive and truer words were

never spoken.
Whether it's a limousine nr a

lawn mower . . . spring coat nr a
rough medicine, the price is still

the biggest little factor in every
sale and there is one firm in

BEANO

town that is smart enough to
realize it.

Our

TONIGHT

SPRING LUGGAGE
LEGION HALL

starts at

7.30 O’CLOCK

ADMISSION 25 CENTS
37Ttf

$3.00
and ends at

$25.00
If you arc planning to take that

Washington trip come here for
your luggage.

The stage is set and all is And It should be borne in mind that
ready for Rockland’ Great Car all persons sitting in the balconies
nival to be held the nights of April will be equally eligible with those
4 and 5 in Community Building. on the floor in securing door prizes.
Its objective is to produce the *400
The carnival committee gives ab
which will buy for the Rockland solutely all its services free as do
Fire Department the modern in- the many volunteer lay and service
halator-resuscitator so badly need club workers, all striving to make
possible the purchase now of this
ed In this community.
The huge auditorium will be filled all Important resuscitator. All ma
completely with games of all sorts terial used In the carnival and all I
which have proven most popular in prizes are being bought locally as
recent fairs and regattas. A high are all the foodstuffs sold in the
light will be the amazing prize booth. food booths, ice cream booth, etc.
For this the committee has procured j The committee has made a special
a splendid assortment of gifts, some point of soliciting no prizes or gifts
of modest value, others of great whatever in the hope that the mer
value, all of them greatly to be de chants and their employes will re
sired. The method of securing these ciprocate by attending the carnival.
The Rockland City Band under
prizes is most simple. Winners In
the various games merely save the direction of George Law, has volun tickets of varying colors the?' are teered its services and will open the
given at the several games, the col carnival at 7 o’clock both nights. A
ors varying as to first, second very small admission will be charged
third, etc. These tickets serve as and every person bearing the stub
counters and may be exchanged at from one of these tickets, whether
the prize booth for the desired prize, on the floor, in the beano room, or
all prizes being marked at a certain In the balconies, will be eligible to
number of points for exchange pur compete for the door prizes.
An expert from the E. & J. Re
poses. The beano room will offer
definitely record-breaking prizes and suscitator Co. of Boston will demon
will be under the general direction strate the apparatus each night at
of Albert Wallace, commander of the carnival. He will also address
the Lions Club tomorrow noon, dem
Winslow-Holbrook Post, A. L.
A highlj- important feature will be onstrate the machines and answer
the door prizes offered each night questions.

MOODY
MATERNITY HOME
(Licensed)

High Street, Camden
Rate $3.00 per day
DIAL CAMDEN 582

THE NEW 1940

CROSLEY
SHELVADOR
REFRIGERATORS
Extra Shelve* in the
Door Now More
Desirable Than Ever!
It’s convenience women want
more than anything else in their
refrigerator. Only Crosley has
the patented built-in shelves that
take up no spare inside the re
frigerator. Open one door, and
there within easy reach are the
most-often-needed small food
items, eggs, butter, bacon, fruits,
cheese, etc., right at your finger
tips. Main shelves have much
more room for the bulkier foods.
There’s a handy place for every
thing. Shelvador, the No. 1 exelusive Crosley feature saves you
money, saves lime, saves food,
saves steps.
Examine this door carefully.
Notice the smoothness of the
outside Dulux finish, the Panelyte edge, heavy balloon type
rubber gasket that seals in the
refrigeration. This special door
has the same depth of insulation
as the thickest refrigerator door.
It costs more to make but you get
MORE in a Shelvador.
A 6 cubic foot model as

IN MKMORIAM
In loving memory of Ralph M. Flan
ders who went April 2. 1938
What would I give, his hand to clasp.
His patient face to see
To hear his voice, to sec his smile,
As In the days that used to be
A broken hearted mother and family.
40-It

CARD OF THANKS
Owls Head Orange No 563. wishes to
extend thanks to all those who fur
nished or helped In any wav to make
the dinner a suren.s at the IVWli meet
mg March 25

low as $99.95 with five

year guarantee and con

Ambulance Service
•

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
0 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tf

GREGORYS
TEL. 294

416 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.

Lemon Juice Recipe
Checks Rheumatic
Pain Quickly

All Is In Readiness At Community Building
For Resuscitator Carnival Thursday-Friday

“It’s the price at the

bottom of the ad

Buys Rogers’ Shop

venient terms of payment.
See the complete line at

MAINE MUSIC CO.
.ROCKLAND, ME.
“SWAP FOR CASH" STORE

Baseball Schedule
Official List of Games 1 o
Be Played In Knox and
Lincoln League This
Season

Buy Yourself rich—through claaslfied offers.

II you kUfler from rheumatic, ar
thritis or neuritis pain, try thia simple
Inexpensive home recipe that thousands
are using Gel a package of Ru Kx
Compound today Mix It with a quart
ol water, add the Juice ot 4 lemons
It's easy. No trouble at all and pleas
ant. You need only 2 ublespoonaful
two times a day Often within 46 hours
sometimes overnight splendid results
are obtained If the pains do not quick
ly leave and If you do not feel better.
Ru-E\ will cost you nothing to try.
Ru-Ex Compound Is for sale and recom
mended by C. II. Moor A Company and
good drug stores everywhere.

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL WALDOBORO 1*6
Beginning Saturday, March 30.
and un all aubaequent Saturday*
there will be
TWO EVENING SHOWS
Tlie first at 7 the uccond at 9
Regular Weekday and Bunday
Evenings at 8 o'clock
Matinee Saturday at 2 30
Sunday at 3 p m.

Paul Plourd took possession yes
terday of the barber shop at 13
Limeroek street long known as the
Rogers shop. Mr. Plourd has been
barbering in Rockland seven years, I
coming here from Van Buren.

TODAY—TUESDAY
SPENOt* TRACY
ROBERT YOUNG
WALTER BRENNAN
In

“NORTHWEST
PASSAGE”
(In Technicolor|

Chamber of Commerce

WED.-THURS., APRIL 3-4
The regular monthly meeting of ALICE FAYE
Knox Industries. Inc., was held at
FRED MacMURRAY
RICHARD GREENE
the Chamber of Commerce rooms.
BRENDA JOYCE
Monday at 10 a. m.
ANDY DEVINE
Parties interested in bringing in
In
cards and folders advertising their
“LITTLE OLD
inns, tourists’ homes, etc. are urged
NEW YORK”
to do so at this time. The Infor
mation Bureau boasts a new rack
for this purpose.
Members of tlie Chamber who arc
wiling to display and distribute j
literature pertaining to RocklandI
are asked Io so inform us. and we j
will be pleased to supply them
The Hospitality Commltte of the j
Chamber will be needing the names j
of newcomers to Rockland.

Advertising In

The Knox and Lincoln baseball
srhelile has again been made out
on the five-year basis For t.'ie bene
fit of those vino will attend the
sciiou! games this season, the sched
ule for 1940 is here given, and the
sports editor hopes th3t if changes
In tlie Malay peninsula the spirit
'are rr.rde from time io time that
he will be notified in arrp'e season. of the camphor tree is known by
Tuesday, April- 30—Camden at tlie name of Bisan—literally “a
woman.”
Thomaston; Lincoln at St. George;
Rockland at Vlnalhaven.
Friday. May 3—St. George at
| Camden; Vlnalhaven at Thomas
ton; Rockland at Lincoln,
i Tuesday, May 7—Lincoln at CamFOR OUR
'den; Thomaston at Rockland; St.
George at Vlnalhaven.
' Friday, May
10—Camden at
Vinalhaven; Lincoln at Thomaston;
Rockland at St. George.
Tuesday. May 14—(Rockland at
BRAND NEW STOCK
'Camden; St. George at Thomaston;
Vinalhaven at Lincoln.
HIGH QUALITY GOODS
Friday, May 17—Thomaston at
LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES
Camden; St. George at Lincoln
Vinalhaven at Rockland.
Tuesday, May 21—Camden at St.
435 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
George; Thomaston at Vlnalhaven;
i Lincoln at Rockland.
(Next Door North of Gofkauf’*)
N. II. NO GOODS WHATEVER SALVAGED FROM THE FIRE.
: Friday, May 24—Camden at Lin
coin; Rockland at Thomaston;
Vinalhaven at St. George.
| Tuesday, May 28—Vinalhaven at
; Camden; Thomaston at Lincoln;
| St. George at Rockland.
Friday. May 31—Camden at Rock
land; Thomaston at St. George;
Lincoln at Vinalhaven.
When you buy one of our 175 styles of Stoves, you get the
lops in quality, witli many extra features not found In any other
stoves at prices one-third less. WE SELL DIRECT TO YOU.
CREATIVE MUSIC COURSE
Based on the Music of Birds, Animals
No middlemen’s profit to pay for. Electric. Gas, Oil, Coal and
and Flowers—for children 3 to 7 yrs.
Wood Ranges; Furnace* and Air Conditioning systems.
Four Free Lessons will be given
KALAMAZOO STOVE CO.
to any parent and child
AUGUSTA BRANCH,
304 WATER STREET
MABEL F. LAMB
The World’s Greatest Stove Store
PHONE 1026,
ROCKLAND, ME.
36*40
29-30

THIS
PAPER

Is a
Good Investment

WATCH THIS NEWSPAPER

RE-OPENING ADVERTISEMENT
ECONOMY CLOTHES SHOP

INTERESTED IN SAVING $20 TO $70?
OF COURSE YOU ARE

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 2, 1940
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FRIENDSHIP

Gift Lamb Contest

Federation of Women’s Clubs will
be present at the meeting Thursday
of the Woman's Club. The Ethelftftftft
bert Nevin program will be presen
ALENA L. STARRETT
ted. Hostesses will be Mrs. Edna
Correspondent
Moore Mrs. Ilda Russell. Mrs. Diana
ftft ftft
Haskell, Mrs. Minerva Marshall
■ Mrs. Flora Peabody, Mrs. Alice Cook,
Tel 48
and Mrs. Anna Starrett
The Contract Club will meet Wed-1 The first of the Baptist progresnesday afternoon with Mrs E. B. give fireside mid-week services, will
Clark.
'be held Wednesday at 7 o'clock at
The Thomaston Contract Club!the home of Mrs. Martha Watts,
met Friday at the home of Mrs. These services are open to the pubFred Campbell. Prizes were taken lie. Sermon subject will be. “Clirisby Mrs. Campbell of this tow’ll and tian Heroism’.
Mrs. Lee W. Walker of Thomaston.
_ ,
' School Speaking Contest
This club will meet Friday after-,
.. Mrs. t.r.ni
,, H.
u Robin-1 The High School public speaking
noon with
William
I class under direction of Principal
" Mrs. Augusta Boggs of Waldoboro Merbert DeVfbcr’ WiH hold “ prize

SOUTH HOPE

WARREN

Miss Annie A. Hart has returned
Alma Winchenbaugh spent Easter
to U. of M„ after passing the Easter
at the home of her parents, Mr.
The Closing Dates Has
recess at home.
and I’rs. F. D Winchenbaugh Miss
Been Extended To the
MRS. LOUISE MIIL-ER
Mrs. Ida Bowley of Camden visi
Winchenbaugh has been employed
Correspondent
15th of April
ted Wednesday with Mrs. C. B.
?t
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Claude
i*»^4
ftftftft
Taylor.
Pater in Stoneham. Mass., for the
The closing date for the 1840
Tel 27
Miss Frances Howard was recent
winter. Mrs Patch is much Im Gift Lamb Contest has been ex
guest
of Mrs. Hazel Brown in Thom
proved in health.
tended to April 15 to accommodate
Thomas Calcagni of Lewiston
aston.
Mrr. Donald Logan and daughter the boys and girls who have writspent the weekend with Mr. and
Miss Virginia Dunbar had em
Cci'nie. Miss Alice Logan and Miss tten asking for additional informaMrs. Charles Robertson.
1 Alice Waldo are at Miss Waldo's tion on the contest.
ployment recently at a beauty par
Miss Ella Rider has returned to summer nOme for a short vacation.'
Already more than 200 letters
lor in Camden.
New York where she is attending
Mrs. Van Demon entertained the have been received by Commission
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Morris and
school.
daughter Linda of Union were re
4-H Club at supper Wednesday, er Washburn, sponsor of the con
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Herrick of after which the evening was pleas test, in which 32 lambs will be dis
cent callers on Miss Hattie A. Boggs
Waban, Mass., were guests Sunday antly passed with games. Rev Mr. tributed through the State, and
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer C. Hart were
of Mr. and Mrs. W. A. B. Fey lei. yan jypnmn )jas also started a 4-H double this amount was predicted
weekend
visitors at the home of
before tiie final closing date.
Upon their return they were accom- club for
relatives in Rockland.
Two
Iambs
will
be
presented
to
panted by Miss Eleanor Miller who
Raymond Thompson of New BedMrs. Isabelle McNifT and son
the boys or girls in each county has been guest of her daughter, Mrs. s^akin« contest
lias been visiting her parents, Mr. fortj Mass.. Is visiting at the home
James McNiff have returned from
■sending the best letter telling whj\ Earl Sheldon
I730 at
1x111'
prlzes
and Mrs. E. G. Miller.
Of )lis brother. Lestin.
a few weeks visit wUh relatives in
they are well qualified to raise a
Dominic Iula of Roxbury Is spendMarie Winchenbaugh a student at lamb. The letter should Include Twenty tables were in play Friday $3 « and »1_are *ln« off"ed
Massachusetts.
the Student Council. A small ad
ing a few weeks with Mr. and Mrs j Rockland High School was a: home the name, address, age and school night at the game party held at
mission will be charged. Those who William C. Wellman
Joseph DiNapoli.
for the weekend.
of the writer. A description of the Town hall, under the auspices of take part will be Arthur Wotton.
William C. Wellman who died
the
Congregational
Ladies'
Circle.
Karl B. Norton. Jr., a student at
Mr. and Mrs Kenneth Stowell of farm on which they live is another
Marion Wallace. Virginia St arret* here March 3 was born at the Head
Princeton spent weekend at the Bronxville. N. Y. are spending .a of the essential requirements. From The sum of $26 was made toward Vernal Wallace. John Boggs. Vir-jof
the Lake. Hope. Sept. 3, 1882.
home of his grandmother, Mrs. few days at the home of Miss Allot' there on the boy or girl "is on his the chapel foundation fund.
ginia
Moody,
Irene
Simmons,
Milson
of Charles H. and Susan A
At the meeting Thursday of the
Waldo.
*
Mary Wade.
tor her) own.
dred
Jackson.
Ruby
Starrett,
Made

iBowley)
Wellman. Practically all
Men’s Forum, women will be special
Mr and Mrs Corland Brackett
The Susannah Wesley Society will
leine Haskell and Verna Robinson. of his life was spent in his native
guests.
Features
will
include
a
meet Thursday alternoon wiUi Mrs of New Harbor spent Wednesday
highly entertaining mock wedding, The High School orchestra, under town. Two short periods one in
with Mr. and Mrs. B. A Murphy.
Ida Soule.
the direction of Mrs Willis Vinal. Massachusetts and one in Warren
The cost of poultry feed based and the showing of the African pic
Mrs. Augusta Boggs is guest of
will play selections.
intervened.
on Chicago prices is not expected ture. Satan on Wheels'. Refresh
her daughter, Mrs. Earl Sheldon in NEW HARBOR
Judges will be Joseph Topping of I He was a painter by trade. For
to change much in the next few ments will be served. The meeting
Mbs Aarolyn Gilbert has returned.
,
Warren.
Ro kland High. Miss Carol Stevens 16 years prior to the World War.
, . months from the relatively high will open at 8 o’clock.
Past Noble Grand and Charter sister Mrs Stan Tukey in SUIef,' level maintained since about Dec. 1
M R Robinson. 85. died at his and Miss Joan Burnheimer of the at two different locations in this
Member Night will be observed to- ! , , . «.
.The lower wholesale prices result- home Sunday morning after a long Waldoboro High School faculty. village, he conducted a general
N . Y.
f
.
..
, illness following the breaking of a j, Ushers will be the class presidents, store. About 11 years ago he sold
night at Good Luck Rebekah Lodge Island.
Carl Fillmore has returned to his ;ng from
Increasing volDegree work will be exemplified.
studies at University of Maine after umc °f
beln« market*d “ hip in November Funeral services Charles Stimpson. senior; Kathryn his residence and business to R. E.
Dudley Hovey of Newtonville
_
,
causing the feed-egg ratio to again will be held at the home Wednesday Maxey junior; Charlotte Moore, Robbins who continues to operate
spending a weeks Easter vacation*
become unfavorable, and it is quite at 2 o'clock with Rev. Howard A sophomore; and Wayne Starrett. the store.
Mass., spent the weekend here.
with his parents. Mr. and Mrs
Mr. Wellman was married to Ger
probable that the number of eggs Welch of Sabattus. formerly pastor freshman. Tickets are in charge of
Mrs. Maude C Gay returned Sat
Frank Fillmore.
required to buy 100 pounds of of the local Baptist Church official-, Eowdoin Miller and Ixiwell Moody trude E. Ludwig of Hope in 1921
urday from Philadelphia whereI
Mr. and Mrs. William Kelsey'of .
He was a respected member of
she has been visiting her daughter, Winthrop, Mass., and Mi and Mrs. .1 poultry rations will continue larger ing. assisted by the Rev. William S. ^r
South Hope Grange, also Knox Po
Mis. Stanley I Bailey.
I Leslie Davis of Boothbay are
than average during the first half Stackhouse.
“After Graduation—What?”
mona Grange. He served several
The Baptist Church was filled to
Katherine Tuck of Quincy, torocajto,toy,
PM«( of 1940.
Forty-five members and guests at
The heavier than average mar capacity Sunday night at the second tended the Friday night banquet of terms as a member of the Executive
Mass., is visiting her aunt, Mrs rnonia of their mother Mrs Ella
James A. Duane
Davis. Mrs. Mahan R N is caring ketings of poultry and the above performance of the Easter pageant, , the Gamma Beta Boys held at the Committee of the local subordinate
normal storage stocks of frozen “Joseph of Arimathea ’. given by Montgomery rooms John M Rich- body.
Miss Laura Whitcomb of Bruns- 1 jor her
After disposing of his business he
Community Club will meet April ♦
wick has been recent guest of her I Mrs Belle q^,. „ ,n 5t>ten poultry are among the factors popular request. Collection amount- ardson advertising manager of The
♦
■ ~ —
«
mother Mrs. Ida Whitcomb.
'
N y cartn® for her dau»h- causing low prices to be received ed to $17.
Courier-Gazette, was guest speaker. bought the old farm owned by his 9 at 730 in the Methodist vestry. **•♦♦♦**♦**♦•81
Mr and Mrs Willis Vinal and his subject. "After Graduation- IPandfather. th« l«te Ezeikel Bowley Mrs. Loretta Rich will be in charge
Mr and Mrs. Charles Greenwood ter in jaw Mrs Lenlgn q.^,. wh0 by fanners for chickens.
furm-hed apartments to
Eggs are stored mainly during son. Josef Vinal were in Portland | What?” Mr Richardson stressed in remodeIed the buildings and until of the cancer control program. Dr let.TWO-room
of Newport. R. I., and Mrs. Roy C ' ju
----- lights
i------heat;
.i- 85 and
_ . 86—week FOSS
Beale of Lynn. Mass., have beer.
Tlie Willing Workers met Tnurs- the period from March through Saturday. Mrs. Vinal was guest ol his talk the value of a college educa- illness prevented, raised dairy stock c. H. Jameson of Rockland will be House. 77 Park at. Tei no
UNFURNISHED apartment to let Tel
I guest speaker. Husbands and friends
June and move out of storage Mr and Mrs. Albert Burdick and tion and urged the boys to attend, sheep and poultry.
visiting Mrs. Warren W. Creamer. day with Mrs. Leah Gilbert.
629-M ELLA COLLINS 25 North Main
j
chiefly
during
the
period
from
the
others
attended
the
meeting
of,
college
if
humanly
possible.
He
|
He
was.
when
In
his
prime,
a
■
o
f
members
are
invited.
S;
__________________________
ao-tf
Mrs. Charles Robertson has reDona;d Wotton entertained sev'■ September through January. The the Maine Real Estate Brokers held spoke of newspaper work, pointing great lover of the outdoor sports,
Mrs. Arthur Robbins of Appleton
apartment to )•: unfurnished. 3
turned from Newport. R. I., where eral friends Friday night in honor
Ik.
rooms bath, and kitchenette Hardwood
out the difference between a metro- hunting and fishing and made an- ....
was hostess Friday to the Mother jjqqp,. gO3(j cioset apace. Rent reaaonshe attended the funeral of Glenn of his eighth birthday. Ice cream. difference in weighted average at the Eastland Hotel.
i prices between these two periods is
Chih
■
’ble. Inquire C F SNOW. 130 Union
Mrs.
Selden
Robinson
was
recent
politan
newspaper
and
the
country'
nual
trips
to
the
great
north
woods.
Decker.
| cake ana candy were served by
St City Tel 158
40-tf
a rough measure of the average guest at the home of her sister. Mrs.; newspaper. He said that starting at
He is survived by his widow. GerMr and Mrs Vivian Hannon en- —-——— ------------------- ;------ - —
Mrs. Francis Burke of Jeffersoi. Donald's mother and the evening
.
..
_
.
.
.
i
FURNISHED
apartment
to
let.
three
gross profit (or loss) on the season’s Nida Copeland and mother Mrs. , the bottom without education Is the i trude
E. Wellman, onebrother
tertained at bridge Saturday with rooms and ba-.h, »5 v f siudiey
and Misses Marcia and Shirley was spent in p.aying games .
, hard way In life, but with an edu- | Frank ofDover-Foxcroft and sev- seven tables. Honors were won by 77 p,rk S1 • Tfl -'30 or IIM_____
storage operations. From the mar Emily Seavey.
Boynton of Peterborough. N. H.
Friends and neighbors were
gin a deduction of from three to The Jolly Juniors met Friday with' cation a flying start could be made I eral nephews and nieces.
Urc Alhort CJnss A T Vnrwnnd nf
MODERN two-room apartment to let.
were callers Sunday at the home of grieved tc learn of the death cf
Mrs Albert OOSS. A r Norwood Ol
decorated, beau Iful
bath;
four cents per dozen must be made Miss Allison Stackhouse at the Bap- ( in most fields. He contrasted a j
____________Warren, Mrs. John Williams and! lights he»t, w»ter. TEL 1178
30*41
Mr and Mrs. Arnold Davis.
George Simmons which occurred
; to allow for the necessary storage tist parsonage. The group will meet career as teacher with that of newsHoward
Hawes.
OFFICE
to
le
;
steam
heat,
central
The Thrifty Stitchers met Satur- Ma.-ch 22.
ST. GEORGE
' cost. From the viewpoint of the next Friday at the same place
i paper work, and to the advantage of
The "Grandmothers’ met Thurs- location; vacant May 1 TEL 133 38 tf
dav at the home of Miss Esther
Mr. and Mrs. Cheever P-entice__ .
..
,
. ..
Miss Sally Robinson has returned
operator the results of the Dre
The annual meeting of the Bap- both professions. Mr Richardson from Lisbon Falls where she has riav with Urs Car-rip Vfank
APARTMENT to let. furnished and
Black with their leader. Mrs. Mil- and son Cheever arrived home Sat- !• ~..
,
. j .
.
day Ulin Mrs Larne Manx.
heated at 14 masonic ST
39*41
ceding storage season tend to af tist Women s Mission Circle will be1
one time principal of Rockport
Mrs. Elizabeth Hawes. Mrs. Maud ~~
"
dred Abbotoni. It was decided to urday after spending the sinter in • .
.
___
been visiting her uncle Adrian Kin
FURNISHED
apartment
of
3
rooms
feet the quantity of eggs stored,
held Wednesday afternoon at the'High, later sub-principal at RockCalderwood and Herbert Hawee at- ' to i t. suitable for couple; garage if
make a new banner and dresses. Nantucket, Mass
ney.
’"’t It is to be noted, therefore, that Montgomery rooms, with the gtff land, hence kpew whereof he spoke
. . .
,,
. . . .
„
Darold Hocking returns to Colby tended Farm and Home Week at a*'lred c a 8MERY Tel 438-M 39-T
The banner will be made at the
,
'the average margin on eggs moved
opening a feature. A covered In his address he took from Clarence
Wednesday after spending the FT nt Mt
FURNISHED apartment to let, two
next meeting April 4 at 7 o’clock Black and Miss Sara Ashworth. >t of storage durmg
ou._ box
• roems. pantry: (tush; newly decorated.
- ■
1 Buddington Kelland’s characters in Couege wednesda-' aft«r spending me v. ui m.
dish supper will be served
Mr.
and
Mrs
Elmer
Jameson.
Jr
.
8un
“y
delm YORK, in pieaaRefreshments were served by Miss,—Wava Howell club reporter.
the the Easter recess at his home.
I of-storage season was not sufficient
.
ant St. Clly.
37-tf
Mrs Paul Dillaway is spending ®cti:,n “Scattergood Baines
and daughter of Waldoboro were-----------------------------------------------Mrs.
Lucy
Robinson
has
returned
to cover the storage costs of three two weeks with her parents. Mr homely quotation. “Him who has,
UNFURNISHED heated apartment to
at 25 Grove St; four large suur.v
to four cents per dozen. The un- and Mrs. Paul Karen in Ipswich. Gits," potent with meaning. Mr. hon* aft*r I**1** ^e winter in guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. let
rooms, continuous hot water
37 •!
Ralph Wallace.
i usually low egg prices during the
Richardson, always popular with the Portland and Waldoboro.
Mass, and will attend the wedding
HEATED apt to let all modern Oood
The
Girl
Scouts
appeared
In
their
Capt.
Fred
Robinson
who
spent
young people of this town, was re
first four of the five chief out-of
location Apply the MEN'S SHOP. Main
of a cousin Sunday in Ipswich.
33-tf
ceived with enthusiasm and the ap- several weeks at his home returned new uniforms at the Thursday St cor Park
storage months account for the
Rev. Sidney Packard of Rock plause at the end of his talk was Monday to Boston.
meeting.
TWO-room
furnished
apartment
to
j very narrow margin for 1939. Janlet at 17 Warren S'. Apply 11 JAMBS
Mr. and Mrs. Almon Hall and son
j uary, 1949 was the only month of port offered prayer Sunday night long.
ST. City
—
38-tf‘
at the Baptist Church.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
In charge of the supper were Mrs. True motored to Weymouth, Mass
(the past out-of-storage season durROOMS to let at 15 Orove St. Tel
Maxine Lindsey, daughter of Mr. Ruth Wilson, Mrs. Helen Borne- over the weekend. Cn return they
576-W. MRS FLORA COLLINS
40-tf
, ing which the average price was
and Mrs. Maurice Lindsey observed man and Mrs. Lena Simmons. Fol were accompanied by Mrs. Hall's
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
’ higher than for a year earlier
modern Apply at Camden and Rock
I However, this had little effect on her seventh birthday Thursday by lowing the talk given by Mr. Rich niece. Miss Florence Pike.
land Water
■r ■Co . Ttl 634
40-'f
entertaining several cousins. Gary ardson. games were played by the
Mrs. H. Cunningham and son Les
Advertlaemento In thia column no>
changing the storage situation be
FURNISHED rooms to let
de«tr
to exceed three lines Inserted once rot able location. MRS A. C. JONES. 5
Kenniston. Russell Starrett. Marion club members and their guests.
lie of Patten were guests the past 25
cause the major out-of-storage
centa, three times for 50 cent* Ad
Talbot Ave.. Tel 576
128-0
week of Mrs. Cunningham's daugh dltlonal llnea five cents each tor on.
movement took place prior to Starrett. and friend. Esther Over
time. 10 cents for three time*
IGvr
look.
Table
decorations
were
in
I
ter Mrs. James Kinney.
smell words to a Una
Jan. 1.
R. C. Wentworth
»
blue and white, the favors dainty!
Mrs. Henry Caddy is the repre
(
in blue celophane. Ice cream and j White Oak Grange of North War- sentative of the Cancer Control
NORTH HAVEN
cake were served, the hostess re-! ren met Friday night. One appli- Drive for this part of the town.
t
Mrs. Nellie York who has been ceiving among other gifts, two, cation was received
Capt. and Mrs. Ardie Thomas
visiting her daughter. Mrs. Parker handsomely
WE want to hear from rellible men,
decorated birthday!
------------------motored to Lisbon Falls Sunday
now employed, with foresight, fair edu
Ladd of Rockland, has returned cakes.
IRISH setter found Owner may have cation and mechanical Inclinations,
| M’g rather hard to believe, but get | with their son-in-law Adrian Kinsame by paying for ad TEL Thomas willing to train spare time at home
home. Accompanying her was her
40-It and later in our shop, to become in
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Charles O.! out your old geography text and ney and will be guests of Mr. and ton 9908
grandson, Clyde Ladd, who will re Dalrymple and sons. Eugene and look at a map of our country and
stallation and service experts on all
Mrs. Kinney for an few days.
types Air Conditioning and Electric
main with her for a short visit.
Refrigeration equipment
Write fully
Paul have returned to Worcester you'll find that there are two States Sympathy is extended to Mr. and
giving age present occupation UTIL
Eleanor Thornton was in Rock Mass. after passing a few days at bounded by eight others—Tennessee
ITIES
INSTITUTE,
care
Courier
Ga
Mrs. James Riley in the sudden
FOR SALE
zette
37*39
land and Augusta recently for prep their former home in this town.
and Missouri.
death of John Riley in Pawtucket, **************
HOUSEKt'LPtK wanted, man alone,
aration in taking the 1940 census
Mrs. Eva Cates Mason of DoverR. I., last Saturday. Funeral services
1931 FORD convertible sport coupe maid 810 Cook. 3 opening- MRS HAWMrs. L. C. Foss returned home Foxcroft, president of the Maine
Read The Courier-Oazette
1
LA
780 High St . Bath Tel 725 40*lt
for
sale,
new
top.
new
tires.
A
1
motor;
are being held this afternoon at
reasonable
TEL 361-W
38-40
Saturday after a few weeks' visit
SMALL farm wanted to rent with
i the First Baptist Church.
THE best Modern Ac Completely privilege of buying within radius of
with relatives and friends in New
Equlpned Restaurant In Town of Rum 8 miles of Camden desired; would conford
for sale 25 years public service
York and viciniay.
WHY NOT ADVERTISE IN
Only Interested party should apply or
127 Washington St.
Jasper Beverage and Arthur Bev
write to CHARLES TZIKAS 140 Con Camden
32*40
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
gress
St..
Rumford
Me
,
for
details
erage Jr. returned to U. of M. yes
SMALL sized wheel chair wanted to
THE HOUSEKEEPER’S DAUGHTER’
40*42
■ rent or buy. TEL 307 W
38 tf
Pal O'Brien and Broderick Crawford portray a pair of lawyers who terday after spending the Easter
CAPE Cod House. 9 rooms, for sale
AMERICAN CENTRAL
In Thomaston. One minute to Main St
50 CORI» dry hard cord wood want;
move in swank society and become involved in the exciting action of recess at home.
INSURANCE COMPANY
Bath, lavatory, electricity Ideal for in ci. 87 cord J. B PAULSEN. Thoma-ton
Saint Louis, Missour*
Walter Wangcr's "Slightly Honorable."
Mrs. Lester Sherer land children
vestment or for family desiring to live fel 62______
38*40
ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1939
In one apartment and rent the other
have returned home after spending
FURNITURE wanted to upholster.
Stocks and Bonds.
88 883.752 31 for taxes and upkeep Property newly
Cash in Office and Bank.
341.160 46 painted and partially renovated Easily
T J. FI.EMa short visit in Rockland.
Agents Balances.
418 793 17 rented Write to "O M C" care The
•WK 34*39-tf
Harvey Calderwood went Monday
Bills Receivable.
48.359 50 Courier-Gazette.
40*42
Interest and Renta,
45 009 94
to New York where he has employ
KITCHEN stove for s*»le. In
ren
All other Assets,
136.072 01 dition. MRS PEARLEY MILLER. Tel
ment on Mr. White's yacht. Mr.
605W
40-42
Gross Assets.
87 850 647 39
White has a summer estate at LeadEIOHT-hole Frlgtdalre Ice cabinet for
Deduct Items not admitted.
563.133 99
sale, also electric refrigerator, two Ire
better's Island.'
« 9
Admitted.
87.287.513 40 cream tables, 8 chairs. 6 counter stools •
William Lobley who spent the
combination Phllgas range
Sunklst
I-IABrLITIES. DEC. 31. 1939
R
I
RED
chicks
for
sale.
J.
J
Warren
fruit Juice extractor. Hamilton Be rh strain Ma-sachusetts. 10c each, straight
winter in Camden, has returned
Net Unpaid Losses,
8176,727 00 mixer
J C MOODY. Union.
40-42
run
DIAMOND T POULTRY RANCH.
Unearned Premiums.
2.309.239 79
home. Mrs. Lobley will come at a
ONE single bed. spring, mattress and Waldaboro, Tel 153________________ 40-tf
All other Liabilities.
144.816 72
bolster.
83;
one
sofa.
82
Apply
before
Cash
Capital.
1
000.000
00
later date.
FOR Sale-SCR I Red baby chicks
Surplus over all Liabilities, 3.656.729 89 April 15 at 15 Fluker St.. Thomas’oti
Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Whitmore
40 42 hybrid baby pullets. U S. pullorum
clean,
hybrid baby roosters
Write,
Total Liabilities and
FRESH Guernsey heifer for sale
and Mr. and Mrs Garnet Thornton
M M KINNEY. St.
8urplus.
87.287.513 40 CLYDE BUTLER, Old County road phone for prices
George's River Rd . Thomaston. Tel
Edward W Berry & Co.. Agents
returned Saturday from Florida
Thomastora
39*41 Tenant's Harbor, 56-14
34*42
34-T-40
where they passed the winter.
DAY old cockerel chicks for sale, 3
CLEMENTS
Chicks
are
“
tops"
for
neavy
cents each at farm On .April 1 and
Perley Carver of Vinalhaven is
April 15 only. HARRY WATERMAN. eitg production and meat Reds. Rocks.
AGRICULTURAL
pullets, cockerels
South Thomaston. Tel 647 5.
39*41 Clem Cross baby
getting his house in readiness for
INSURANCE COMPANY
Malne-U. 9 Pullorum Clean Based on
Watertown. N Y.
PAIR
of
horses
for
sale,
weight
2900
occupancy by Mr. and Mrs. Elston
ASSETS. DEC 31, 1939
lbs. W B SALLINEN, South Cushing
Beverage.
39*41
CLEMENTS °&R
BROTHERS
Real Estate.
$353,134
Mortgage
Loans.
843
038
UPRIGHT piano for sale In excellent
George Quinn returned home this
Collateral Loans.
20.786
condition low price 33 Meguntlcook
week after spending the winter at
Stocks and Bondi.
11,905.985
St . Camden. TEL 588
38*40 If. ■*
Cash
In
Office
and
Bank.
1
198
957
his Rockland home.
15 SWARMS of bees for sale. MRS
Agents' Balances,
1.001.995
FRANK 8TUDLEY. Thomaston house
Bills Receivable.
•
4 752
Rodney Coffin will return to
side of Oyster River, Warren road 33-tf
Interest and Rents,
51.138
Charleston, Higgins Classical Insti
All other Assets.
32 814
DRY fitted hard wood for sale. 810;
Junks, long; soft wood slabs; kindling
tute Monday after spending the
Gross Assets.
115.412,603 97 T. J CARROLL, Warren, Tel. Rockland
OLD. Weak. Over 40? Men. Women.
Easter Vacation here. Mrs. Coffin,
Deduct Items not admitted.
40 tf 73 yca--old Do-tor writes: I took Os381.734 29 263-21
tres
tablets Resu! a fine " Pep3 up
D
Ac
H.
hard
coal.
egg.
stove,
nut
owing to illness will remain a few
Admitted,
815.030.869 68 814.50 per ton. del. Household soft coal bodies lacking Vitamin BI. Iron, cal
cium
phesphonis Oct 35c *lze i-odav
days longer at the home of her par
IJABILITIES DEC 31. 1939
88 per ton, del. Lumpy new River soft
First package -ntlafies or maker refunds
Net Unpaid Losses.
8836.447 92 89 per ton. del. Ask for swap for cast low price Call, write C. H MOOR &
ents, Rev. and Mrs. H. F. Huse.
Unearned Premiums.
5.757.113 40 tickets M B. Ac C O. PERRY. 519 Male CO.
Pals through the thick and thin of United States Marine service on an
40*32
40-U
All other Liabilities,
430.257 36 St.. Tel. 487 .
isolated isle in the South Pacific, “Stripes" Thornton (William Gargani
Cash
Capital,
3
000.000 00
CALL Rockland Sanitary Service for
HARD coal for tale, 814.50; Pocahon
A heat collector measures the
and “Milly” Barnes (Wallace Ford), give each other no quarter when love
Surplus over all Liabilities, 5.007.051 00 taa soft lumpy, 89: dry fitted hare dependable hauling waste and ashes
comes between them in the luscious person of June Lang. This is the temperature of the air two miles
wood, $10.
J. B. PAULSEN.
Tel ARTHUR ADOLPHSEN Tel. 1399. 14-tf
Total Liabilities and
Thomaston 62.
40 tf
romantic angle in the Franklyn Warner Production, “Isle of Destiny,” up. With such an instrument it
WASTE and ashes removed reason
815.030.869 68
John Hubbard and Joan Bennett develop a lively interest in one an Surplus.
HARD wood per foot, fitted. 81.25 able rates, dependable service
which is a corkingly good melodrama of gun runners. Marines, and a dar is possible to forecast weather a other shortly after they meet in Hal Roach’s "The Housekeeper's Daugh
Frank A Wheeler
STAN
Sawed.
$1.15.
long.
$1
05.
U.
B
&
C
O
425
Main
8t.
HALL.
Tel 311 or call at Hall's service
ing aviatrix making a round-the-world llight. It's entirely ill Cosmoter,” the new film comedy, through United Artists release.—adv.
40-tf station, Main and Winter Sts.
34-T-39 PERRY, Tel. 487.
40-U
few hours in advance.
gclor.—adv.
_______

WALDOBORO ,

Poultry Outlook

TO LET

AT PARK TODAY AND WEDNESDAY

In Everybody’s Column

Our Grange Corner

;LOST AND FOUND;
«•••*••**•***.!,

WANTED

»

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

THURSDAY

EGGS AND CHICKS

1 MISCELLANEOUS •

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 2, 1940

Field And Stream

VINALHAVEN
ZX
MRS OSCAR C. LANE
Correspondent

For quite a period up until last
■ year the Pine Tree State folks sort
of figured that April 1st marked
the opening of their angling season
I but once again they are going to be
awfully fooled and disappointed.
There just "ain t no such thing” as
open water except for a few scattered brooks in the southern part

Has 800 Madonnas

of Byzantine art one should visit
Mrs. Jack Oardlner’s Fenway Court,
The icon which, like the front of
St Mark's, Venice, is a mosaic,

Girls of the N. Y. A.
Highly Interested In Miss
and a trystych are long to be re
Belle Spring’s Talk

Page Five

MARJORIE MILLS’ BROADCAST
If you are Interested in the welfare of a Household listen
to her Informative talk Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
at 1.30 p. m. Stations WNAC, WCSH, and WLBZ.

membered and loved for their con
There are 29 names on the time summate beauty of workmanship
report for the month of March. The and color alone. Facing me as I Now that Maine claims to have sauce over, dot with cheese and
discovered the originator of the brown in the oven.
, payroll for that period for the Youth write is my own golden tripstych.
Horseradish Dressing
doughnut
with holes in young
The
center
panel
is
one
of
Murillo's
| Movement alone is $373.33; the exOne-half
cup Cain's Mayonnaise.
Hanson
Crockett
of
Camden,
Me.
P^nditures of the city of Rockland girlish Madonnas; the side panels
2
tablespoons
grated horseradish, 1
who
supposedly
dazzled
the
wait

are the exquisite angels of that
of tlM> State plu* the Bangor 3almon I as c°-sP°nsorcovering the .same
ing world with his discovery ln teaspoon paprika.
painter-monk. Fra Angelico.
p<x>1 wlli::h dldn 1 offer the best kind e,M«e of time is $16.13. Of this
Add the paprika and horseradish
The Soult Immaculate Conception March 1860, Eleanor Stone writes
of prospects at this writing.
amount $11 was the value of mato ask where Pan Dowdy originat to the mayonnaise. Serve with any
by
Murillo
was
among
the
master

Ice is still very thick on all of . . .
«
.
al
,
t
. .
terials on hand, leaving an actual pieces shown. The symbolism of ed and how it got its name. Yan vegetable salad.
the major waters and its going to
disbursement of $5.13.
MENU
,
this painting Is unsurpassed; the kee nomenclature is fearful and
take a lot of sunshine, rain and
Breakfast
The N Y.A. Girls’ workroom has j artist’s sister who was a nun posed wonderful, Berry Grunts, Flum
wind to do a Job on it. Chief WarWelch's Grape Juice
been painted, both walls and floor, for the figure of Our Lady. Long- meries, Tipsy Parsons and Slumps
den Lester Bro*n just back from This room with both heat and, fellow spoke of this:
Wheatena
certainly weren't chosen by peo
;3 survey °‘ 3ebag0 Lake> predicts Ughts in the basement of the Com- | "Thou peerless Queen of air,
Poached Eggs
ple with an ear for musical words
that nothing short of exceptional raunitv Building, is furnished to the i xs sandals to thyfeet the silver or appetizing connotations. Does
Bran Toast
WMther Wl11 Produce open water project by the Community Buildmo0n dost wear.”
Welch's Crabapple Jelly
anyone know how "Slump” origi
there until at least the 18th of April. ing Board.
Coffee
The exhibition of pictures In nated?
tonight.
Supper will precede
theJ Despite the gloom that surrounds
...........................................
....
Through the kindness of James ______________________
Lunch
cluded Botticelli’s masterpiece, the Here's a question we can answer,
ceremonies.
Housekeepers are;
CarriTCassie Flcrcnce Smith and 'n°St °f th' angling fraternlt>' the. Flanagan, director cf activities. Madonna of the Magnificat and
Cream of Tomato Soup
thanks to Mrs. Mittell of Jamaica
boys in Knox. Cumbei land and York Community Building, the girls ar? Fra Sippi's Annunciation. These
Crisp Crackers
Cora Bunker.
Plain, the dates when the differ
counties can at least crack a faint to play on their own time basket- great masters lived and worked in
Lettuce Salad
ent Arboretum shrubs and trees
Vinalhaven Band will rehearse smile because their sections are the ball and ping-pong. Next month
Florence
under
the
patronage
of
•Orange
Bread
will probably be at their best. Clip
Thursday night. Supper will be
only ones that have an April 1st j Mr. Flanagan has premised to teach Lorenzo the Magnificent.
and Land O' Lake Butter
it and save it and plan a visit. Forserved at 6.
opening date. The other counties the group volley-ball.
Then there was the Madonna of sythia, the middle of April; Mag
Sandwiches
Union Church choir will present
with the
exception of scattered
Nearly all the girls of both the the Harpies, by Andrea Del Sarto.
Tetley
Tea
nolia
the
last
week
in
April;
Jap

two snappy plays tomorrow night. waters can offer legal fishing only I morning class and the afternoon
Dinner
Phillip Brown returned Monday when the ice is out, and that don't' class are taking advantage of these Many of the Madonnas take their anese cherries the last week in
names
from
some
unusual
object
ln
Sliced
Roast
Beef in
April and the first week in May;
to Kent’s Hill Seminary to resume mean just a hole, because it has { opportunities. The benefit derived
the picture. For example: We have crabapple the middle of May and
Brown Gravy
his studies after passing the Easter
got to be completely out. While { is shown in their bright eyes and the Madonna of the Mirror, the
Baked Potatoes
recess with his parents. Mr. and
lilac and wisteria for late May.
I thousands will be champing at the j flushed cheeks.
Madonna of the Sack, and the Ma There's six weeks of beauty ahead
•California
Onions
Mrs. Dewey Brown.
! bit the boys in the three southern j The National Youth Administra- donna of the Mousetrap.
Tossed Green Salad
Miss Dorothy Billings has re
to be enjoyed without a lengthy
: counties can fish to their heart s tion has purchased 30 boxes of pasComing down to a more modern
•Horseradish Dressing
turned from a week's visit with rela
1 content any place that they can get, *e's f°r
local project. This has Madonna we have the Madonna pilgrimage.
•Rhubarb Pie
tives in Portland.
A good friend Jotted down three
' a line overboard in. even though the ! made it possible for Miss Hall to painted by Holman Hunt on a tap
Coffee
Mrs Jack Nichols and daughters
new ideas encountered at spring
• ice may be a mile thick on the re- lake
Ktfls into color. Miss Hall estry woven by William Morris.
• Recipes given.
Bernadette and Margaret who have
parties about town. Chilled crab
, mHinder of the lake or stream.
i bas Biven two, two-hour lessons In HoLman Hunt a member of the Prebeen in town for the Easter vaca
the fundamentals of color; "Pri- Raphaelite Brotherhood; William meat and grapefruit sections in
tion have returned to Stonington.
cocktail glasses with a sauce of SWAN’S ISLAND
The Calais Rod and Gun Club is mary. Secondary, and Complimen Morris, a friend of this group.
Carolyn Calderwood, Ernestine
mayonnaise stepped up with lemon
Mr. and Mrs. John Stanley are
tary
Colors."
These
lessons
are
done
Today
we
have
the
lovely
work
of
Carver. Hollis Burgess, and Frank plannlng to relea'>« “ lot of pheasJuice, catsup and a dash of tabasco. being cared for at the home of Mr.
from
a
still-life
group.
Miss
Hall's
Margaret
Tarrant.
And
from
mod

ants
which
they
will
obtain
from
Pt-terson. have returned to Univer
work is wholly a work of love; she ern photography "The Kentucky The other, balls of avocado in and Mrs. William Van Horn.
sity of Maine after the Easter recess the Fish and Game Department,
grapefruit shells with every other
Rev. Neil Bousfield of the SeaLeroy A. Coombs went Friday to jln Washington County covers. Most receives no remuneration whatso Mother."
ever.
In closing, Miss Spring gave U3 segment of grapefruit removed and I coast Mission delivered the Easter
Boston on a business trip.
|of the blrds wl11 ** from the bi«
Seven of tiie N.Y.A. girls acted as her own impressions of the Slstine filled with the avocado. A tart message at the Methodist and BapMisses Gertrude Vinal, Helen Or- 'flock held over at 1be Dry Mills
winter
|
wa
‘tresscs at
Post-Easter Ki- , Madonna which she saw in the cold French dressing goes over this, tist Churches.
cutt and Dorothy Cassie have re- Same farm during the ------Participating were the J Dre5detl Gallery. This Madonna, by and it's adorned with sprigs ol
Mrs Ernest Sprague is suffering
turned from a few days' stay in months. Fairly well matured these' uanls 3
birds are expected to reproduce MLsses Rose ^alburg, Edith Gray,' Raphael, Ls classified as the greatest watercress and strips of pimiento. a severe attack of rheumatism.
Rockland.
Jelly-stuffed cornucopias might
rapidly with some fine pheasant Annie Brooks. Mildred Perrin. June, Madonna of aU time
Mrs. Elizabeth Morse was hostess
The Non Eaters met Thursday
.shooting to go along with excellent Burns' Barbara Rogers and D,Url“
History of Knitting.” by Mrs. be the new note on salad plates for Thursdaj- night to the Ladles' Aid.
with Mrs. Della Simmers.
Wilson Bridges has returned to Partridge and woodcock shooting T„
w
! Edward W. Peaslee, was the subject a spring luncheon. Just mold jel
Sherman Joyce was in Ellsworth
as a result
Mrs' Edward W. Peaslee has . Of the related information period of lied vegetable salad in a thin sheet, Friday on business.
Franklin. N H having been guest
. , . .
! loaned the project three plaster March 15. Mrs. Peaslee said that cut in squares and top squares of
of Mr. and Mrs. George Geary.
Nelson Wheaton who has been ill
: casts. These will be used for the gn it ting went back to the Fifteenth very thinly cut ham with the jel
Everett Johnson, president of the
At the home of Mrs. Mary Wentwith pneumonia, is much improved.
lied
salad.
Roll
up.
cornucopiastudy of planes.
, Century. The lirst thing ever knitworth R. N. a daughter was born Maine Guides Association, has an
Mrs. Olive Walker returned Mon
The discussion of Vitamin G with te(j was a cap t^en the staging. style and fasten with toothpicks
March 17 to Mr and Mrs Norman ! idea of how some of his boys can
I the morning groups covered the Knitting originated in Scotland and and arrange ln lettuce cups beside day to Rockland.
whole outline.
the salad
Mrs. Laura Stinson spent the
spread from there to England.
daughter returned Saturday to , advantage of the growing amateur
The first related information hour
Rounds of fish mousse served on weekend in Rockland.
In
a
most
fascinating
manner,
North Haven.
{photography craze. He has sug- cf the March work period was given
Mrs. Peaslee described the process slices of jellied lime salad are love
Frank Bridges returned home
Ladies of G A R will meet Friday gested that they learn the finer art ever to Miss Mabel Spring. Miss
of knitting itself, the type of needles ly looking and very good. Mix half Thursday after being on the mainand partake of supper.
of picture taking and then go after I
in M River 71
“» vt*
»» j
,
. ,
'Spring taught Engn.sn in mu mver .
type of yarn, and the three ways cup of whipped cream with a fourth I land for a week,
Alvie Geary went Monday
some .7
business guiding groups o5
,IioV, Shcooi rcr iH jeais, has
... .
_
i_____ to|_______
.. I High
nas travtrav ol. casi;ng on stitches.
The ..
thirdA cup of mayonnaise, add one cup of. ____________
____is in Boston for
xdelbert Bridges
Franklin. N H., where he has cm- I camera fans the same as they would eled extensively in Europe, and at- J way js preferable as you knit a row]finely flaked tuna, salmon, or crab.! medical observation,
ployment.
j for hunters and anglers. He betended summer school at Oxford In while you cast on.
J two tablespoons horseradish, a dash
Mrs Chase Savage was a recent
De Valois Commandery K T. will lieves that the idea would gain a
( 1928 and Cambridge in 1930.
| The quality of yam depends upon of Worcestershire salt and pepper visitor ln Rockland.
meet Friday.
lot of supporters and that the | jjiss Spring's subject was “The J the Sheep from which it comes. AI and freeze in molds. Top with an
Ruth Moulden was at Bluehill
guides would get a lot of good jobs Madonna in
. Art."
. _ —
- -lecture
— I display of all types of yarns and avocado slice and pimiento or serve 1[ Hosptial recently for a tonsil opThis
was
if they would learn how. when, and illustrated by colored projecting- j needles was made. We were also on a round of plain lime or lemon 1 eration,
SOUTH WARREN
Mrs. Josie Hyler returned Wed- where to get best pictures. He has lantern pictures, and by over 40, ^d how to differentiate between jelly garnished with lettuce and
Mrs. Tina Joyce who had employ
nesday from Allandale, Fia., where even gone so far as to buy himself framed and unframed Madonnas | the standard and millimeter meas- watercress.
ment in Camden during the winter,
0( nee<iles.
Rhubarb Pie
she spend several weeks with her a good camera and to get Col. Ed- Miss Spring has a collection of 800 I
is now at her home here.
sister, Mrs. James Packard, and win A. Cooper, famed war photogra- ' Madonnas. From Florence, was a
The advantages of hand-made One and one-half cups rhubarb,
Mrs. Grace Ames of Matinicus
has been guest for a few days at pher of Waban, Mass, to show him I Della Robbia glazed terra-cotta over machine-made knitted wear 1 cup sugar. 2 tablespoons flour, 1
recently visited her mother, Mrs.
L. R Bucklin's before resuming her and some of the boys what it is all plaque of Raphael's "Madonna of was explained. We were led Into all egg, Vt teaspoons salt.
Ina Stanley.
duties in the Blethen home in about. The Maine Development I the Chair.”
the secrets of the proper care, wash Cut the rhubarb into small pieces
Rockland.
Miss Spring said. "The Mother of ing, blocking and drying of hand and put into strainer. Pour boil
Commission and the Fish and Game
TENANT’S HARBOR
Mrs. Ada Spear, Mrs. Lula Libby Department are encouraging John Christ" is known as "Our Lady,” made woolens; yea. even to the mak
ing water over it and then drain.
A few men have been employed at
and Mrs. A. T. Norwood were din- ; son to go ahead in promoting his "’I he Virgin" or “the Madonna." ing of a knitted patch.
Add the other ingredients and mix
ner guests Thursday at the home , plan and have offered to assist him The earliest known picture of the| Among the articles shown were IweQ pour |nt0 pje plate lined with St. George Granite Co, the past
of Mrs. Laura Hastings. South whenever possible.
Madonna is that found in the Cata dresses, sweaters, skirts, mittens. Good Luck pastry. Dot rhubarb I week while getting the locomotives
first class condition for the sum• • • •
Hope, observing the birthday of
combs. This picture was, accord-j socks, caps, and knitted dolls'clothes, with a little Land O Lakes butter: in
mer
Mrs Spear.
The Cumberland County Fish and ing to Greek tradition, painted by The angora wear made from Import and cover with lattice top. Bake
David Slvewright made a trip to
Game Association is making good St. Luke, who was an artist as well ed angora was as soft as dewy- in a hot oven (450 degrees F.) for
Providence
recently.
progress in its drive to raise funds as a physician. Miss Spring spoke of feathered sheep, and as lovely in 20 minutes, lower temperature to
GLEN COVE
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Andrews re
her
own
visit
to
the
Catacombs
of
color
and
texture
as
a
rose
petal.
L. A. Maddocks has employment to build new salmon rearing pools
350 degrees F. for 15 minutes.
turned Friday from a motor trip to
Wllhelmina T. Fogg.
at Gorham for more extensive Rome.
in Portland.
J
Orange Bread
Lake Champlain They visited at
In
taking
up
the
classifications
of
{
Supervisor
N.YA.
Project.
stocking of Sebago and nearby
(From Dorothy Snelling of So. the home of Waldo Lowe and came
Madonna,
the
Portrait
Madonna.
|
-----------------Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette. lakes.
Lincoln).
back by way of Boston
the Madonna Enthroned, the PasWARREN
Shells of 2 oranges, 1 cup sugar,
Charles Morris who Is a surgical
toral Madonna, and the Madonna in
Mrs. Helen Gordon and two chil one-third cup water, 1 egg.
cup patient at the Central Maine Gen
the Home Environment, Miss Spring
dren have moved to the Calderwood milk, 1 teaspoon salt. 3 cups flour, eral Hospital, is making good re
said that modern art in its portrait
house.
4 teaspoons baking powder.
covery.
of this great subject has gone back
Mrs. William Stevens visited Sun
8
9
b
Cook until tender the shells of
7
5
Ira Hart is seriously ill at Knox
3
4
1
to the oldest type of all, that of the
I
day with her mother, Mrs. Clara two oranges, spoon out and throw Hospital,
Portrait Madonna. Over a leap of
Whitney. The latter who sustained away the white pulp; chop. Bring
14
13
12
II
|O
_1
nearly 1090 years we go back today
e
I a fall recently, Is as yet unable to the sugar and one-third cup water
w
to the first type.
i i4
walk.
IB
to a boll, put in the orange peel
17
lb
15
A biographical sketch of the life
and allow mixture to cool. Beat
W
of Mary was given. Scenes from her
Planning for the future instead of the egg and milk, and add the or
23
w
22
20
11 .
childhood were shown, as well as
living in retrospect is the most ange mixture and tiie dry ingredi
w
were those from the life of her
effective method of adjusting one ents which have been sifted to Within Calml-And YmH J<ag Oul .1
27
2b
25
24
father and mother. Joachim and
in &• Mtrning Ruin’ to Cn
self to life after the age of 50, Carl gether. Bake one hour in a mod
Th» tlxer •hould pear out two plntx of
Anna. The background of these pic
liquid
bile
Into your bowtie daily. If tbit
Bond. Mahwah. N. J., suggests in erate oven.
30
29
lb
tures portrays wealth and position.
bile it not flowin* freely, your food may
“Hygeia, the Health Magazine".
not dhreet. It any Juet decay In the bowela.
California Onions
Joachim was rich, and both he and
Gu bloata up your etomach. You get consti
31
Cook onions until tender but not pated. You feel eeur, eunk and the world
Anna were of the royal family of
31
loola pdnk.
falling apart, in rapidly boiling
It takee tboee good, old Carter'e Little
David.
Liver Pllle to get theee two pinte of bile
3b 37
One%f the most interesting, but
N E W... a pure white salted water. Then, using some of flowing
34 35
33
freely to make you feel "up and
Ameiing In making bile flow freely.
the liquor, and the rest of cream, up.
perhaps the least known, was "La
Atk for Carter'e Little Liver Pllle by name.
ODORLESS*
41
40
make a rich cream sauce. Put the 10< end 2tf. Stubbornly refute anything elea
Vierge Noire” from the watercolor
39
3B
(ream which SAFELY
.onions into a buttered baking dish,
by Gaston la Touche. The black
Ws 4(o 47
Madonna is not uncommon in the ,
add a cup of walnut meats and Vs
45
44
41 43
Far East, but is somewhat of a I REMOVES HAIR
cup toast crumbs. Pour the cream
Qenuine CmjraveJ
50
shock when seen for the first time.,
51
49
46
My late husband was quite over-1
STATIONERY
r~g~
5b
come when he saw a black Madonna
54
53
JU Ibe lawesl Pitoea la Klsiorrl
51
in a church in the Philippine
VINALHAVEN AND
w
VbMag Card*
Islands.
5b
57
ROCKLAND
NO paneled cards, choice af 4
The Byzantine Madonna with its
slzeo and 30 styles ol enqravlng,
STEAMBOAT CO.
golden background and foreground
PLATE INCLUDED, only ... 81.M
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) I VERTICAL (Coni)
HORIZONTAL
of angel faces is a thing of majesty.
ROCKLAND, ME.
13-Sheep cry
46-Look
Wedding Announcement!
I- Llft
If
one
wishes
to
see
good
examples
17-Compact
5- WooMiearlng animal 48- Ahead
or hvltattooa
Service
To:
IB-Lyric poems
49- Magic
lO-Within
Oe while or Ivory Block—wed
1-Worry
51- Egyptian god
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
!1—Steal
(Answer To Previous Puzzle)
ding or plate finish. Inside and
23-Guides
'4-Feminine euffix (Fr.) 52- Only
ington, Isle Au Haut, Swan's
eutslde envelopes, and PLATE IN
1A
fragrant
white
cream
with

25-Passageway
54-Japanete coin
'5-Prefix. Backward
Island
and
Frenchboro
CLUDED _____________ $$.$»
out any bad odor.*
27- Appraises
55-The Orient
6- Lacking depth
2. Painless , , . not messy. . .
28- By
57- Jeer
'9-Negative
Soclcd Stationery
WINTER SERVICE
30-Name or fix
quick to use. As simple to re
58- Dimlnlthea
!O-Superlative suffix
■pedal styles lor men and women.
34Jason't
ship
(Greet
move
as
cold
cream,
Subject
to
change
without
notice
!2-Helped
A choice of lovely colon, non*
Myth.)
3. Economical because you use io
!3-Lalr
VERTICAL
grami and styles of engraving,
35- Pronoun
very little each time.
!4-Propeller*
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
PLATE INCLUDED__________
36- Girl’s name
•^-Combining form. Air
4. Does not irritate healthy normal
$2.25, $3.15 and up.
Read Down
Read Up
37-Amorout glanob
1- Employed
»-Self esteem
skin.
38- Fretful
A.
M.
P.
M.
2- Unite
>9-Russian title (pi.)
5. Removes heir close to skin, leav
Burineee Stationery
41-Strikee
II- A type measure(pl) 3- Pronoun
5.30 Lv. Swan's Island, Ar. 8.00
ing skin soft, smooth, clean and
800 business oards or Hcnnmnrmlll
43-Soon
4- Distress signal
12- Golf mound
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
fragrant.
Ar. 4.40
ass
Bond letterheads, PLATE IN
45-Freeze
6- Cut down
13- A new set of men
7J0 Lv. North Haven, Ar. 3.30
CLUDED, only____ _____I7M
aas
47-Scottlah GaHio
7- Plural suffix
36-Choose
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
49- Perceive
8-Serf
uisaa
19-A Roman empsror
930 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 140
50- Yee
9- Mexlcan laborers
a tube
40-For fear that
naa®
117-tf
58-The (Fr.)
11- Elevate
42-A rodent
At notes which sell toilet aoods
5B-A ny
12-Aged
to-Act of deceiving

Mrs. J. E. Robinson, who has been
ill for three months is Improving.
Mrs. Leon Arey was hostess
Thursday to the ■’Night Hawks.''
The next meeting will be with Mrs.
Doris Arey.
The Mother andDaughter
Club
met Friday with Mrs
Frank Mullen, Mrs. Herbert Patrick received
first honors at cards and Mrs. Os
car Waterman the consolation
prize.
Miss Matia Robinson entertained
friends Wednesday night. Chinese
Checkers and cards, were featured,
and refreshments were served.
L. Carver Relief Corps will meet

Courier-Gazette Cross-Word Puzzle

Spring it here when motorists dig out the road maps and lay their plans for
seeking the "open road,” and sailors the country over begin their annual
“litting-out" activities, preparing sleek water craft for the first jaunt of the sea
son. Here Skipper Ted Skinner begins operations under the watchful eye of Mist
Tuny Clark, who motored down to the boatyard in her new 1940 Chevrolet.

CAREER STORY

FREDDIE BARTHOLOMEW cer
tainly has achieved fame in short
order on the American screen,
which seems to qualify him as a
modern Henty hero. Born in
London on March 28, 1924, Fred
die was but two years old when
he went to live with his aunt.
Myllicent Bartholomew, in the
little town of Warminster in Wilt
shire. There he attended Lord
Weymouth School, and on the side
received an unusual amount of
coaching in elocution and dra
matics from his aunt, who even
then dreamed of a professional
career for him. From giving reci
tations at church functions. Fred
die progressed to dramatic offer
ings, and when he was nine years
old his aunt took him to London
and tried to get him started on a
stage career. Unsuccessful in this,
they returned to Warminster,
where Freddie learned of the
search an American film producer
was making for a boy to play the
title-role in “David Copperfleld."
How he persuaded his aunt to
take him to Hollywood, and how
he got the role, is history. Since
then Freddie has scored in such
offerings as “Anna Karenina,”
“Professional Soldier," "Captains
Courageous,” “Little Lord Fauntleroy." "The Devil is a Sissy.”
and “Lord Jeff,” and currently
has one of his fined roles to date,
that of Jack Robinson in the spec
tacular Gene Towne-Graham
Baker production of "Swiss Fam
ily Robinson” for RKO Radio.
An excellent swimmer and ball
player. Freddie has become a
thoroughly American boy, even
to joining the Boy Scouts and
participating in Soapbox Derbies
He is five feet eight inches tall
and weighs 118 pounds, with blue
eves and dark brown hair.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR
Mrs C M Robbins returned
Monday to Boston having spent
the weekend at her home here. She
was much pleased with the progress
made on the bungalow «'.ie is hav, ing built.
Capt. Clifford Robbins and How
ard Hodgdon were business visitors
Monday In Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robbins
spent Monday in Ellsworth.
Capt. and Mrs. Lewis Kirby were
{guests Wednesday of Mr and Mrs.
Fred Robbins.
Mrs Linwood Dunbar Is improvi ing from effects of her autcmob.le
accident.
j Mrs. Roy Mcodv of East Boothbay has been a surgical patient in
a Boston Hospital.
Rev. Mr.
Moody was formerly pastor of the
Larger Parish here.

FEMALE MIH
Why suOer month after month —
try Lydia E. Plnkham'a Vggetabto
Compound TABLETS to help relleve periodic pain with Its nervour
moody spells. (This Is because they
contain a SPECIAL Ingredient to
relieve female distress.) Plnkham's
Tablets AL8O help build red blood
and $hus promote more energy to
help you combat functional month
ly distress. WORTH TRYING!

SPECIAL OFFER!
For a Limited Time Only

500 Sheets 8-2x11
Yellow Second
Sheets
A clean, smooth sheet, for busi
ness—for school—for typewriter.

Only 37c
FOR 500 SHEET PACKAGE

We Do Not Break Packages

Mail Orders Filled—15c Extra

The Courier-Gazette
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WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-
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The Courier-Gazette

First impressions count. Good, bad or indiffer

ent, they're hard to change. So it pays to make

^ood first impressions.
Each envelope is your personal messenger,

classified instandy by the appearance of your

name in the corner. Which is more impressive—
three lines of black type on a government stamped
envelope, or a "private” envelope with an attract
ive design that ties in with your letterhead ?

,j

Let us figure on your next envelope order and

submit some "corner card” ideas. We may be
able to save you some money, too.
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Century Club before the spring and
pretty steadily for the last five
summer vacation, held Friday after
months. This Is the cheapest source
noon at the home of Mrs. Edith
z*x ZN ^4 o
of steam power which the Company
Z\ ZS ZS Zw
Buzzell proved a highly enjoyable
A A A A
£££«
Central
Maine
Finds
a a a a
has and it has operated very satis
1 occasion, especially so for one of
LIDA G. CHAMPNEY
GILBERT
HARMON
Gratifying
Increase
Thus
SHIR1-EY T. WILLIAMS
its members, Mrs. A. T. Carroll, who
Correspondent
factorily throughout the winter.
Correspondent
Correspondent
Far This Year
--------. Jl I
was tendered a surprise reception
Tlie connection which we have at
ft ft ft ft
in honor of her 50th wedding anniBangor
with
the
Bangor
Hydro
Tel
2229
President Walter S. Wyman pre
Tel. 713
• ■■ «
Tel. 190
: versary recently observed.
Electric Company has been of con
sents the following report to the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Winchen- j she was recipient of a gift, presiderable service, enabling the Ban
Mrs. P. G. Willey and Mrs. Nerita stockholders of Central Maine
Members of Mr. Leach’s Boys'
gor Company to dispose of a portion baugh and daughters Joan and Ava ' sented in behalf of the club by the
Wight spent Saturday in Portland. Power Company:
Class and their quests enjoyed a
of its surplus power from time to of Martin's Point were visitors Sun president, Mrs. Diana Pitts, and
Word has been received of the
party at the vestry Friday night,
During the first quarter of 1940 time as we were able to market it day at tlie home of Mr. and Mrs. old songs appropriate to the occa
' sudden death Fr iday of Walter E.
those present being Gilbert Beattie,
to our secondary power customers. Elmer St. Clair.
sion were sung by the group. Mrs.
Spear of Merrick. Long Island, N V, the operations of your Company
Robert Beattie, Edwin Leach. Rob
Mrs. Annie Deane, Mrs. Sarah Carroll is one of the oldest and most
! a former resident of this town He have shown considerable Improve Not Infrequently does it happen
ert Maxey. Roy Bell. Roy Swanholm,
that either the Bangor Company or Buzzell and Mrs. E. E. Ingraham 1 faithful members of the Club and
is survived by his widow. Eloise ment over the corresponding quar
Earl Gregory, George Grafton. Jean
ourselves is able to help out the were guests Thursday of Mrs. Effie ! served for a number of years as Its
Spear, one son, Evans Spear, and ter of 1939. Tlie figures for March
Elliot, Jean Cushing, Lois Hastings,
other at times when there is a tem Veazie.
I secretary.
j a cousin, Mrs. Nettie Gould.
are not yet available, but it is be porary shortage of power, due to Mrs. Franklin G. Priest enter- j At tlie business session reports
Lillian O’Neil. Joan Crie. Eleanor
John Miller returned Sunday to lieved they will be fairly well in various causes and which are soon
Gregory, Patricia Roes, and Nancy |
talncd Saturday night at a surprise were given of the past year's work
' his studies at Tufts Medical Col
Libby. Various games occupied the
line with January and February. over, but which would be embar miscellaneous shower for her sister- and these officers elected:
lege
after
spending
liis
Easter
vacarassing to either of the Companies
evening and refreshments were j
President, Mrs. Diana Pitts; vice
' tion with his parents, Mr and Mrs In January and February the gross and to their customers if it were not in-law, Mrs. Emil Erickson. The
served.
was devoted to bridgewith president, Mrs. Viola Spear; secrevenue of the entire Company for the ability to get temporary time
F. W. Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Alan R. Tabbutt,
Mrs. Elsie Hawkins receivinghigh retary and treasurer. Miss Mabel
Mrs. Ruth Perry and daughter. compared with that of 1939 as fol power from the other company.
of Portsmouth. N. H. were guests
score and Mrs. Dorothy Crockett pottle; executive committee. Mrs.
lows:
Joan, a student at Oak Grove
The new business efforts of this
The Rufus C. (/ounce residence.—From an old photo.
Bunday of Mr. and Mrs. Orvel Wil
low. Others present were Mrs. Ma- Amy MUler> Mrs
-n^p.
1939
1940 Increase
; Seminary, are spending a few days
Company
have
been
continued
at
liams, and Mr. and Mrs. W. V. TabOardlner; entertainJan.,
$618,331 $697,822 $79,591 | about the usual rate through the rion Richards, Mrs. Nina Carroll, son Mrs
J in Boston.
butt.
Mrs. Beatrice Richards, Mrs. Doris ment Miss Marion Weidman, Mrs.
575.609 645,908 70,299
Mrs. W D. Hcald will entertain Feb,
winter with very good results. Dur
Graffam,
Mrs. Hildred Rider, Mrs. oiadys Heistad, Mrs. Mildred
After
paying
all
operating
ex

The Friendly Club covered-dish
' Conununity Hospital Club Thursing January and February the total
Effie Y«azie. Mrs. Lina Joyce, Mrs. Rhodes; picnic, Mrs. Edith Buzzell,
penses
and
taking
care
of
all
fixed
supper Wednesday night is to be
I day at Green Gables Inn.
kilowatt hours generated by the
Alii Ingraham. Mrs. Priest and Mrs. Effie Veazie; membership, Mrs.
charges. Including interest and de
served at 6.15 at the Congregational
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Milliken, Mrs
Company exceeded the amount put
Mrs. Erickson. Refreshments were Edith Buzzell, Mrs. Diana Pitts.
preciation,
and
providing
for
the
parlor. Progressive games will pro
George Milliken arid Mis. Winnie
, J
, out last year during the same two
served. Mrs. Erickson received nu
Thomas
spent
Sunday
in
Clinton.
|
Preferred
stock
dividends,
the
bal
vide entertainment. Members will
months by about eight million kilo
Mrs. Gertrude H. Havener
merous and lovely gifts.
ance
was
take own dishes.
Piano and vocal pupils of Mrs.,
watt hours, in spite of the fact that
Miss
Lois
Burns,
a
student
at
the
Mrs. Gertrude H. Havener, 7»,
1939
1940
Increase
Mrs. Marion Williams arrived Sat
Ruth Collcmer will present a reci
In 1939 during these two months
Sargent
School
of
Physical
Educa

widow
of Albert Havener, died sud
Jan.,
$69,686
$107,152
$37,466
urday from Andover. Conn., to pass
there was sufficient water available
tal at the Episcopal Parish House
tion. Boston, is spending a vacation denly Monday morning at her home
41.719
72.529 30.810
two weeks at her home here.
A highly interesting summary of should occur in this ucinity. we Friday at 8 o'clock. Participants Feb.,
on the rivers so that energy was
at the home of her parents, Mr. and on Spear street.
While It Is extremely difficult to
Mrs. Hans Heistad, of Rockport what has been accomplished by the wish to warn the American people will be: Dennis Ryder, Geraldine
supplied to make steam for two of
Mrs. Orris Burns. She was accom
Mrs. Havener was born in this
make an accurate estimate by
■was guest Friday of Mrs. Carl Finnish Relief Committee is presen against being led astray.
our customers. This year, due Io
Ryder, Rebecca Johnson, Constance
panied by Misses Ellen Landis and town, daughter of tlie late Eben and
months
of
the
business
which
this
Swanliolm.
We. the Finnish Committee for j Bowden. Marion McDermott, James
the relatively poorer water supply
ted here-with:
Ann Landis of Cambridge, who will Hattie Gray and had always resid
Company, or any other, will do dur
Hazen Cook returns today to his
Activity up to present time indi- Finnish Relief ofler a free passage j Wentworth, James Proctor, Jane
no power was used for this purpose.
be her guests for a week.
ed in the town of her birth. She
ing
the
year,
yet
the
two
months
of
work at the Congress Square Hotel, cates receipts as follows, March 18. to all those Finnish Communists Carter, Donald Welt, Barbara Wood,
Tlie outlook for new business during
Miss Elizabeth Daucctt, who has was a member of the Methodist
January and February came out re
1140:
who
wish
to
depart
for
their
''ideal
j
James
Carswell,
Edith
Sheldon.
Portland, after spending several
the coming year seems to be fairly
been a surgical patient at tlie East Church and for many years was an
markably close to the estimate made
promising. Customers for several
days with his mother, Mrs. Everett Gross income,
$5,116.43 land' but under the condition that ! Ruth Owen, Barbara Heald, Edna
ern Maine General Hospitla! in ardent member and worker in thc
in November. The total gross rev
---------- ! they never return or never go to any Rankin. Sena Hansen, Marion
substantial amounts of power are
Cook.
Bangor, for several days, returned Fred A. Norwood Woman's Relief
enue for tlie two months was $1,343,In prospect, some of whom are
Mrs. Ellen Jones returned Sunday Sent to Consulate
1 other democratic country; not even j Hary, Margaret Thomas, Oeorge
730 against the total estimate of
home Saturday.
Corps.
definitely settled, and there arc
from Bath where she passed two
2300.00 to that "capitalistic' Finland.
i Young, Robert Young. Prudence
General of Finland
$1343.271. The estimated amount
Mrs. Delora Morrill entertained
She leaves two sons, Thornton
j Finally, we wish to thank all per- ) Weaver, Marjorie Ames, Joan
about the usual number of smaller
months with her sister. Mrs. Thomas | gent to Legation
after preferred dividends was $178,Sunday Mrs. Irene Pierce, Mrs. Vel- Havener of Kittery and Lester Hav
prospects
which
seem
likely
to
in

Donaldson and Mr. Donaldson
2.700 00 sons that have in one way or an-, Oreenlaw, Joy True. Muriel Hand- 931 and the actual was $179,681. It
of Finland.
lie Simmons. Mrs. D. A. Whitmore ener of Portsmouth, N. H„ one sis
Mr. and Mrs. John Singer spent Cash on hand.
7008 1 other been of aid to us. especially ley. Barbara Burrage, Mary Hatch is not expected that March will do crease our output during the coming and Milss Hazel Wall
ter, Mrs. Ethel York, who has for
the weekend at his home here.
The Courier-Gazette for the great . and Patricia Hatch. The opening I quite as well as the other two year.
Expenses
Capt. and Mrs. George W. Torrey many years made her home with
The new unit at Wyman Station
Pine Cone Troop. Girl Scouts, ob Freight on 3300
assistance it has rendered through' number on the pregram will be j monUls ln the quarter, partly be
and George Torrey Jr. of Deer Isle the deceased and between whom an
served the 14th anniversary of the
lts columns towards our cause and ' given by a group from the High cause of lhe seasonal reduction in Is now being installed. This unit were guests Thursday and Friday unusually strong tie of love and
pounds clothing
School orchestra directed by Roger (he amoun( of eIeclricity used for was bought last year and was ex of Capt. and Mrs. Ernest M. Torrey.
organization Sunday.
attending
making Finland known.
$39 60
sent to Finland,
companionship existed. Two grand
some „tent on ac. pected to be in operating condition Capt Oeorge was enroute to Boston
services at the Baptist Church in Printing Expense.
In behalf of Finnish Relief Com- Calderwood Tlie public is invited. llghtln< and
6.75
daughters also survive. Mrs. Oert
by
July
1,
1940
Owing
to
difficulty
The Jones Family m "Young As
of thf ralhef
water
the evening
Proceding this a
46 35'mittee of Rockland and Vicinity;
to join hfs yacht
Miss Helen rude Pease of Burlington. Vt.. and
You Peel" with Jed Prou'.y and
of the Kennebec and In getting some material, the final Thorndike of Camden was also din
meeting was held at the vestry, dur
Charles S?.lo
Miss Mary Havener of Portsmouth
Spring
Byington
will
be
the
feature
rivers which have 1 shipment of the water wheel was ner guest Friday at the Torrey and Rcckport.
ing which these officers were elec
Emil
Rivers
$5.116 43
Total.
delayed
one
month,
so
that
we
now
at tlie Ccmique Theatre on Tues- prevaUed durlng March, but on the
ted: Chairman. Esther Achom;
Wilho Elgland
Finnish marks sent to Finland.
home.
Funeral services will be held Wed
day. Aho a spec.al selected pro- whole u b beheved that the Corn- expect to have the unit ready to
secretary. Audrey Simmons; trea 4.050 09
Friends of Mrs. Sarah Lufkin nesday at 2 o'clock from the home.
run
by
Aug.
1.
This
unit
will
have
gram of short subjects. On Wed- panv during thc
quarter will
surer, Phyllis Hall: patrol leader,
Audited March 18. 1940.
were saddened to learn of her death
STONINGTON
nesday and Thursday there will be come very clwc l0 carntng iu, esti- a rated capacity of about 25600 kilo
Virginia Roes: assistant, Barbara
Edward H Latva.
Mrs. Blanche Gross is visiting a double feature program including lnate afu,r prfferrcd dividends watts and thc generator will be which occurred Sunday at her
Sullivan; Junior patrol leader, Lois
Axel Gronros.
home at Olencovc.
Mrs. Alex Davidson at Bluhelll.
water cooled, which means that the
, ’'Intermezzo—A Love Story" with which was $240 244
ONcil; junior assistant, Nathalie
Auditors.
At the service Sunday night at
unit
can
carry
all
the
load
that
the
The Man ui Flynns are living in Leslie Howard and Ingrid Bergman
gg far as water conditions are
Hall. Merit badges were awarded
the Baptist Church thc ordinanc?
We. the Finnish Committee for
j and "South of the Border" starring concerned on the two principal water wheel can put onto it with
Esther Arhorn as health winner; Finnish Relief, hereby wish to ex- j ns of Freedman s rents.
Alabama
og baptism was administered to four
_ __ . .
tend
our
thanks
to
all
organizations
I
and
Mrs
and
Oene Autry.
AWry.
rivers where the Company has out danger of overheating. This
Mr
Mrs.
Aldo
Bartlett
Oeiie
Virginia Roes, as laundress, junior
candidates and at the communion
Connecticut
idea
of
cooling
hydro
electric
gen

! MliS Honey OoHRHerty returned po„r stations. the conditions ha*
citizenship, fresh, water finder and as well as individuals for the help- i *;n n°m Providence, R *•
service which followed the right
Delaware
Prank Mondiy
hfT studics> at the Uni* , been very unusual. Water in stor- erators by means of water coils Is a hand of fellowship was extended by
cook; Audrey Simmons in scholar fulness they' have shown towards b**n vlsiUng Mr and
District of Columbia
comparatively
new
one.
It
was
first
versify of Maine after spending age was fUuy Up to and perhaps a
ship; and Barbara Sullivan as cook Flnnish Relief. We urge all Fin- jBirtleltRev. C Vaughn Overman to eight
Florida
. the Easter vacation with her par- '■ iinie above normal at the beginning used by this Company at its Solon
and housekeeper. Second lieutenant nish women to extend their services
Among those who passed the hoii- , ents. Mr and Mrs. Allie U. Dough- I o( the winter, particularly on the plant and has worked out there very candidates. Rev. Royal Brown. J:
Georgia
Ruth Butler was presented a silver to helping the Red Cross and to do ^ays at home were Betty Barter,
of Oldtown assisted in the service
Illinois
erty.
Kennebec where on the Moosehead satisfactorily.
stripe for five years of service.
of worship.
Indiana
what they are able for same. Yam i Izus Stinson. Norma Tewksbury.
Capt. and Mrs Ralph Wooster of drainage area during the fall The new steam plant at Bucks
____ ..
Warren and Thurlow
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Gray of is available at the office of the Rock- ! Genevieve
8tated meeting of Harbor Light
Maryland
Bernard were recent visitors in months much heavier rains occurred port, which is expected to be ready
1
Pitts.
’
Auburn were weekend guests of Mr. land Red Cross free of charge for
Chapter O.ES. will be held tonight
Massachusetts
town.
than we ordinarily have. On the for service Sept. 1, 1940. is pro
and Mrs. Gleason Cogan.
followed by an entertainment with
the purpose of knitting sweaters j Mr. and Mrs. Merton Cleveland of
Michigan
Mrs. Sarah Plaisted will enter other hand the rainfall since De gressing very nicely. So far all the
Mrs. Orra Burns and Miss Marion
Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Grafton which will then be sent to the main Bangor were reoent visitors here,
Missouri
tain the Methodist Ladies' Aid So cember has been very light on both material has come on time. The
Upham in charge.
of Friendship are visiting Mrs office in New York, and from there i Mrs. George B Noyes is visiting
New Hampshire
turbine
is
row
on
the
testing
floor
ciety at her home Wednesday at 2 the Kennebec river and Androscog
Aletha Thompson and Mr. and Mrs on to Finland.
New Jersey
) her daughter Eleanor in Providence. o'clock. Installation of officers will gin river watersheds below the out at the factory and will probaoly be
Honored at Club Session
Sanford Hyler.
New York
Tlie American Red Cross has al-1 Francis Gross of New London has take place.
let of the storage lakes and at most tested and ready to ship before the
The last meeting of the Twentieth
Mr. and Mrs. Bowdoin L. Grafton ready performed an immense serv- been spending a week with his parOhio
first
of
May.
Tlie
boiler
is
now
being
Mrs. Stonie Jameson, who has stations It has been not much more
entertained a group of friends at a ice for Finnish Relief. The follow- J ends. Capt. and Mrs. Frank Gross.
Pennsylvania
been a surgical patient at Hie Mas than one-half normal. In spite of erected. If nothing goes wrong with comes on early and there Is more
picnic supper and "treasure hunt' ing are among the services for; There was a card party at St.
Texas
sachusetts Memorial Hospital in this, however, with the careful reg the plans, this turbine should be water than can be stored.
Friday, Alexander Donaldson being which they are responsible: there Mary's hall Saturday night for ben-I Boston, has returned to her home ulation that has been maintained, ready to operate ahead of schedule
Vermont
Tlie work of securing right of way
the guest of honor. Clues to the has been sent from the Red Cross I efit of the High School Alumni As- ■ on Sea street
Washington
the flow of water In the rivers has One advantage that the Company for the transmission line which is
treasures were found In cleverly offices to Finland. $328,000 cash sociation.
West Virginia
1 Miss Bertha Clason spent f’e been sufficient to enable the Com wfll get from having this additional being built between Detroit and
composed verses by Mrs. Karl Stet money for relief supplies. 10 ambu
Wisconsin
Mr and Mrs Herbert Warren and weekend at her home in Gardiner. pany to generate nearly all its power steam capacity of 20.000 li. p. Is that Windsor has progressed rather
son. and each gift also bore an lances. hospital supplies, surgeons family have return'd from Florida.
ft
will
not
have
to
save
its
stored
from
water
power.
The
only
steam
Thc Ladles Farm Bureau meets
slowly during the winter, but Is
New Brunswick
original message in rhyme by the instruments, tents. X-Ray machines
Norman and Anita Torrey of Ban at tlie Grange hall Wednesday at of any amount that it has used dur water quite so carefully in the lat cleaning up pretty fast now. A large
Quebec
giver. Tlie guests were Mr. and Mrs. and blankets.
gor passed the holidays with their 1030. The subject will be "Shop' ing thc winter has been the 5000 ter part of the winter seasons be part of the right of way has been
Donaldson. Mr. and Mrs. Stetson,
We, thc Finnish Committee, shall grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred, ping for your moneys Worth’’ and kilowatt non-condensing turbine at cause it will have this power to fall bought, considerable of it has been
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Libby, Mr and continue in the future to do alt Torrey.
Arrordin to a report of tlie Amerithe program will be conducted by Bucksport, which has operated back on in case thc water storage cleared and the actual setting of
Mrs. Henry Montgomery, and Mr. within our power towards thc re
gets completely exhausted before poles has begun on the upper end. can Chemical Society, orfanic chemIrving Simpson of North Haven Miss Esther Dunham. Thc dinner
and Mrs. Edward Elliot.
building of demolished Finland as was a recent guest of nis parents, will be served by Mrs Charles Lord Episcopal Church. Mr Hastings is thc spring run-off begins. It not It is hoped to get this line into ists of thc world made 25,000 new
(chemical compounds in 1939.
There were eight members pres Finland has lost through the war Mr. and Mrs John Simpson.
and Mrs. Edna Heath. Report of 1 a graduate of Union High Shool and infrequently happens under present service not later than Aug. 1.
ent at the meeting of tlie WC.T.U. as follows: 15.000 men killed in ac
F.'.wood Sawyer is taking Mrs. the Farm and Home Week will be is employed at the Knox Mill. Mr conditions that water is held in
held Friday night at the Stewart tion. who left 8.C00-10,000 widows, Edith Bagley's place in the Power given by the chairman Mrs. Con and Mrs. Hastings will make their storage until late in the winter and Charter No. 13734
Reserve District No. 1.
then goes to waste because spring
home. Miss Jessie Stewart the hos and 20.000-30.000 orphans; about Company's olflce.
nie Gould. Anyone interested is wel home at 71 Elm street, Camden.
tess. The topic for discussion was 40.000 wounded; 525.000 homeless;
Miss Mary MoOuire of Augusta come to attend.
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
"What I Like Best In the Union Russian aviators dropped 64.000 passed Easter with her mother Mrs
Reserve District No. 1
- OF THE Thc Masonic Assembly which was Charter No. 1142.
Signal". The next meeting will be bombs, and ruined 122 brick build Frank McGuire.
scheduled for April 4 lias been post
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Ann Bartlett of Rockland and poned to April 11.
held in two weeks at which time ings and 1.460 wooden buildings;
Mrs. Margaret Stewart will be the 364 brick buildings and 2.619 wooden Edson Bartlett of Cambridge passed
—
OF
THE
The Board of Directors of the
OF ROCKLAND
hostess.
buildings were impaired;
four Easter with their parents Mr. and Chamber of Commerce will meet
In
the
Slate
of
Maine
at the Close of Business en March 26. 1940
THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
Capt. John Brown has returned churches were ■wrecked, and five Mrs. Frank Bartlett.
Wednesday night at the Elm street
PuMtobetl
in
mporwe
to
call
made by the CemptoeUer of thc Currency
OF
THOMASTON
Floyd Barter has had his house
to his home after being a patient other churches were damaged: 46
School House to make up a budget
Under Section 5211, U. S. Revised Statute*
newly
shingled
this
week.
at Knox Hospital.
In (hr Stale of Maine at the Close of Business on March 26. 1946
hospitals were bombed of which
for the coming year. AU members
Mr and Mrs. Martin Billings are
AMBTS
Miss Iva Henry and Miss Olive eight were ruined and 12 badly dam
having suggestions are asked to Published in response to rail made by Comptroller of the Currency,
loans and discount* ..................................................................................
|1a) 7M
Rowell have returned to U. of M. aged. It is estimated that about 50.- living in A. T Bartlett’s rent.
under
Section
5211.
U.
S.
Revised
Statutes
present them at this meeting.
tlnltad Btatei Government obligations, direct and guaranteed
730 346 83
Miss Hattie Carle and Rev. Mr
after a week s vaction spent at their 000 persons lost their homes as an
Other bonds, notes and debentures ..... .......................................................
283 *68 75
ASSETS
Wolverson
a
missionary
to
Africa,
Corporate
stocks.
Including
stock
of
Federal
Reserve
hank
»jog no
Hastings-Carroll
homes here.
l oans and dlwo'ints (Including »40 40 overdraft*)
.....................
4311.874 03
aftermath of bombing, and homes
Cash,
ssh.
balances
with
other
bank*.
Including
reserve
balance
and
United State* Oovernment obll(aUona. direct and guaranteed
S8087S 00
were recent visitors of Harry Carle
At
4
o'clock
Saturday,
Miss
Marcash
Items
In
process
of
collection
........
..
.........................
1.526.415 48
valued at $36,000,000 were ruined
Obligation* of 8tare» and poliucal subdivisions
.......................
15195$ 00
39.100 00
Mrs. Mildred Allen is home fromjguerite Ida Carroll, daughter of Other bonds, notes and debentures ......................................................... ......... 175.9E5 00 Bank premises owned ..................................... . ..........................................
Finland
was
forced
to
cede
to
Rus

Corporate
stocks.
Including
stock
of
Federal
Re-ervc
bank
7,150
00
MICKIE SAYS—
Fairfield
Total Assets
Hall Arthur Carroll of this town, Cash, balances with other hanks. Including reserve balance, and
83.350.533 11
*
sia 40 000 square miles of territory.
cash Items In process of collection ..........................................................
454.749 47
Mrs. Marino Scarci cf Rockland and Fred Snow Hastings, son of
LIABILITIES
Bank premises owned *13 000 00. furniture and fixtures 84,700 00
17 700 00
A 'The estimated value of Viipuri alone is visiting friends here
Mrs. Howard Meservey of Union, Real estate owned other than bank premises ..........................................
4.991 14
VP t GOT AUVTWD4G TO DO
Demand
deposits
of
Individuals,
partnerships and corporations
8890 699 95
Is placed at 2,000.000,000 Finnish
Time deposits of Individuals, partnerships and corporations ......
1 789 602 52
Leo Blood was home from Swan's were united in marriage in the St.
A8OUT IT, THE RESERVED
Assets ....
81.085.319 64
Deposits of United States Government (Including postal savings) ' 1 793 44
marks.
SEATS IU MEAVEU VJILL GO
Island over the weekend.
Michael's Episcopal Church, Au
Deposits of States and political subdivisions ......................................... 148651 51
LIABILITIES
If there arc any organizations or' Ruth Harvey fs employed at the
Deposits of banks ........................................ .............................................................
113'l26 18
TD TW' GOOO OL‘ STEADY
burn by Rev. Robert F. Sweetser, D-rnand deposits of Individual!, partnerships, and corporations
*222 421 97
Other deposits (certified and cashier'* checks, etc ) ......................
2 090 00
SUBSCRIBERS WHO COME
individuals that wish to assist fi home of Mrs. Georgia Vangelli.
Time
deposits
of
Individuals,
partnerships
and
corporations
1.104
847
50
Total
Deposit*
......................................
................................
82.963.365
60
rector. The double ring service was Deposits of United States Government (Including postal savings) ..
IU VWHEU THEIR. TIMES UP
8.857 04
nancially or by donating clothing,
Mrs. Lillian Parker is ill at thc used. Thc bride was given in mar
Deposits of States and political subdivisions
...................................
72.254 41
Other liabilities
AMD PLAUK OOWU PER A
4.710 47
thc Finnish Committee for Finnish home of Neil MacDonald.
Other deposits (certified and cashier's checks, etc ) ...........................
482 02
NEAR IU APVAUCE, WITHOUT
riage by her father.
Total Deposits .................. ................. ................................ *1.408.662 94
Total Liabilities
.... 82.968 076 07
Relief
will
gratefully
accept
all
such
WArnu' per us no
Mrs. Elizabeth McQuarric has
The attendants were Miss Violet
Total Liabilities ....
8I.4O8.GG2 94
6EWD 'EM STAVEMEUt*
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
aid. Finland has before her an gone to Lewiston.
Brooks of Union as bridesmaid and
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
Capital
splti Stork
enormous, or shall we say, gigantic,
Rexford Hamblen and Bill Knight Eugene Lowell of Rockport was best Capital stock
Common Stock, total par 8125.000 no
8125.000 00
renovating task. We are all aware are employed in Providence.
Class A preferred, total par 830 770 00. rctlrab'e
value 861.540 00
Surplus ....... ........................... ........................ ...
177.000 00
man. Maynard Carroll, brother of
(Rate of dividends on retirable value la 3%)
Undivided prollts .......................................
70.851 43
of tlie fact that Finland was forced
Reserves
----- ----------- ------------------------ -Common stock, total par $100,000 00,
......................................... • 8130.770 00
Pauline Lillian Fifield celebrated the bride, assisted as acolyte. The
9.804 61
88.000 00
against its own free will to be a vic her eighth birthday, March 26th at high altar and chancel were deco UntRvided profits ......... ............................................... ...........................................
Total Capital Accounts ..........................
38.145 00
8382.456 04
tim of this vandalism. We. the Fin the home of her grandparents, Mr. rated with Easter lilies. The bride Reserves (end retirement account for preferred stock) .................. 19.741 70
Total Capital Accounts ................................................................................. 276.656 70 (
Total Liabilities and Capital Accounts ............................................. 83.350 532 11
nish people of Rockland and vicin and Mrs. Harry W. Colby by giving was attired in a navy blue ensemble
MEMORANDA
Total Liabilities and Capital Accounts ............................................ 81.6*5,319 64
ity shall do our utmost in the re a party to several of her friends with white accessories and wore a
MEMORANDA
Pledged assets (book value):
building of our native country.
The afternoon was passed in sing shoulder corsage of roses and sweet Pledged assets (and securities loaned) (book value):
United States Government obligations, direct and guaranteed,
pledged to secure deposits and other liabilities .............................. $168,096 88
Since there have been inquiries ing, playing games and a candy peas. A reception was held at the
United States Government obligations, direct and guaranteed.
Other assets pledged to secure deposits and other liabilities ...........
24 610 00
pledged to secure deposits and other liabilities ..............................
4 900 00
from numerous sources as to hunt.. The room was decorated with home of the bride s aunt, Mrs. Jchn
Total
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------8193.306
88
Toft
................
84.900
00
whether or not there are in this many colored balloons. Refresh Pomroy, in Auburn, and she was
Secured Liabilities:
Secured liabilities:
Deposits secured by pledged assets pursuant to requirements
Deposits secured by pledged assets pursuant to requirements of
vicinity any supporters of the pres ments of birthday cake, ice cream, assisted by the bride's grandmother
of law ..... ........
law
...........................................................................................................-............. 8187,312 60
88.657 04
ent Russian government, it can be fancy ccckies and candy was served. Mrs. Ida Bowden. The guests were
Total
................................................................................. .................................... 8187,312 60
Total
............ ...................... ............................ .......................... ....................
88.657 04
said to them that there are. These Those present were: Teresa Bea Hall Carroll, Keith and Maynard
State of Maine, County of Knox, ss.
State of Maine. County of Knox, ss.
people have not assisted Finland to trice, Verna Gross, Patsy Fifield, Carroll, Mr. and Mrs. Burleigh Col
I. Jos. Emery. Cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly swear that
I. Harold F Dana, cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly swear that
any extent, but now since Russia Lila Hutchinson. Geraldine Walters, lins and son, William, of Wilton, the above statement Is true to the best of my knowledge end belief
the above statement Is true to the best of my knowledge and ballaf.
HAROLD F DANA. Cashier.
J 06. BMER7, Cashier.
has secured a portion of Finland, Barbara Bartlett, Rosalie Fernan and Mr. and Mrs. Irving Hasketh
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 1st day of April, 1940
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 1st day of April, 1940
[Scan
ALFRED
M
STROUT.
Notary
Public.
D. C. Leach, Notary Public.
these have in some sections, com dez, Katherine Burgess, Eariene of Auburn.
Correct—Attest:
Correct Attest:
J8L
The bride is a graduate of Cam
menced to solicit funds and relief Pray, and the hostess Pauline Fi
LEVI SEAVEY,
FRED A. CARTER.
FRANK D ELLTOT,
KENNEDY CRANK.
li \v WAl.'lil,
COVRIFR-C.AZFTTF WANT AB* for this Russian-owned port of Fin field Special "ne.ris Donal,) Fifield den High flehool, elaw of 1934 and
_______ __ ___
.
WILLIAM l> TALBOT.
is a cuiiimunlcant of St. Tb«m»s
.
- _ _ _ _
3.
‘
toffe.pu'S,
.
Directors
land 11 anything ot this sort and Elliot Shephard,
1VQKK WONPFW

Better Business

THOMASTON

ROCKPORT

A G00D JQB WELL DQNE

Report of Finnish Relief Committee
Shows Great Sum Raised and Forwarded

Spying Auto Plates

I
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Every-Other-Day

BYRON B. MILLIKEN
In the passing of Byron B. Milli
ken the community has lost a wellAnd Parents Were Cer
Piano Pupils of Mrs.
know'n business man and popular
tainly Proud of Showing
Rollins In Camden Re
citizen. Born in Ellsworth, Mr.
cital—“Starlets” Do Well
Milliken established himself in busi
By Methodist Scouts
ness affairs in Rockland some 40
The Boy Scouts of the Methodist
The Piano Recital given at the
years ago. During his early resi
home of Mrs. Howard Rollins. 3 Church strutted their stuff before
dence here, he was chef for some
Miss Catherine Chisholm, who Miss Barbara Griffin Is home from
Pearl street. Camden. Friday eve their fathers and mothers Friday
years on Capt. Oscar Crockett’s
was home for Easter has returned Nasson College on her spring vaca
ning was attended by about 40
BlueliiU Steamboat Line.
to Presque Isle, where she teaches. tion.
night, when the following program
guests. Each pupil did creditable
| After his marriage to the widowed
work most of the numbers being was hugely enjoyed:
By K. S. F.
Mrs. Harriet L. Herrick of Surry, he
Attorney and
Mrs.
Miss Mary Lawry has returned , County
Mess Call. Bugler Vance Norton.
given by memory.
opened Ills first restaurant and
from a visit in Boston, where she at Jerome C. Burrows, are spending
Grace,
Rev.
Guy
Wilson,
chair

Thc youngest. Richard Shaw, aged
rooming-house on Llmerock street.
tended a Convention of Physical the week in Boston.
The concert given by the Rubin
man Troop committee.
5ta
years, recognized and demon
An energetic work and keen business
Education.
Banquet, served by Junior Ladies' stein Club Friday evening last
strated three types of marches.
manager, he established an immedi
Miss Carrie Fields was hostess at
came at a most Inopportune time
Aid.
David Crockett in. was the singer
ate success which he maintained
Oifts for newly furnished teach a birthday party Saturday night,
Songs, led by Robert Gregory, for a large audience. With this city
on the program and Allan Robbins
throughout Ills business career. Mr.
ers room at the McLain building honoring the anniversary of Frank
pianist, Stanley Murray.
full up with social engagements and
of Rockport gave a splendid account
Milliken was ably assisted by his
were in evidence Friday night at A. Tirrell. Buffet supper was served
Address of Welcome, H. V. Twee Camden and Thomaston the same:
of
his
recent
trip
to
Florida.
Miss
wife
who had been an experienced
and
beano
enjoyed.
A
beautiful
the bridge and luncheon given by
die, Troop Committee.
It was the regular club date and was
Bette* Stetson and Miss Katherine
stewardess In the passenger steam
Mrs. Henry E. Comins. Teachers "cake" presented by Mrs. L. E. Mc
Introduction of Scouts and Guests worthy an audience to fill to the
boat service.
Hobbs were ushers.
bom the McLain Building and other Rae, proved a big disappointment,
by Scout Master.
full the Congregational Church
After some years in business on
The
program
follows:
when
the
honor
guest
tried
to
serve
guests enjoyed the occasion.
Presentation of Tenderfoot badges Every part of the program was de
Duit Historical Pageant.
Giles
Llmerock street, Mr. Milliken sold
it, as it was only a cake tin, gaily
to new members by 8. E. Furtweng- lightfully given. This city has few
Pr'sctlla Eddy and Edna Rollins
that establishment and later opened
Mr. and Mrs. William T. White of frosted. Tire guests were Mr. and
Solo— Merrily We Roll Along.
ler.
enough concerts that thc music1 a restaurant on Elm street. TwentyA March Drill,
Lake avenue returned Sunday from Mrs. Charles A. Rose, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Shaw
Parent Co-operation, Willis J. loving people can enjoy and of the
three years ago, he bought the large
Solo—Drummer Boy.
an extended trip in the course of L. E. MoRae, Mr and Mrs. Roy Estes,
Purtwengler, scout executive, Abe high class of this one. Tlie Rubin
Duet—Singing.
rooming-house of Myrick H. Nash
which they visited Mr. and Mrs. Mr and Mrs. Horatio Cowan, Mr,
Cedric Joyce
naki District.
stein Club deserves better support on Spring street, now known as the
Solo groupand
Mrs.
Ellis
Watts,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Waldo Adams in Dubuque, Iowa,
Staccato S’udv.
Jumping Jack
Presentation of Scouts to Par from Rockland and the surrounding
Stanley House, where lie was hi
Johnny (special tor Baby Scott
and made a stop in New York city. Everett Munsey, Miss Dorothy
ents.
Rollins),
towns on such a glorious evening.
business for five years. For tlie past
Crockett, Mrs. Edith Vining, Rod
The Jugglar,
Thompson
Assembly, Bugler Vance Norton.
K 8. F.
Prom the Wigwam.
Thompson
18 years ho had maintained a lodg
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Billings and ney Murphy and Mrs. Ruth Perry
Opening Ceremonies of Typical
David Crockett III
ing house at his late residence at 34
James
Savage,
pastor.
son Russell and Mrs. Andrew Ben and Miss Helen Staples of Camden.
Bernard's Catholic Church, Rockland, Rev
Solos—Theme from Beethoven.
At the Derby.
Northrup Troop Meeting.
"Do I really need tny coat Bpring street.
—Photo by Dow.
nett of Green Island who were
Betty Kelley
Pliilbrook, "To Colors," Flag pre brushed?" asked tlie passenger ln
Of a lovable and appealing perSolos—Jolty Tar.
Loth
guests last week of Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Ava Rich who has been the
sented
in dark, flashlights trained the Pullman.
Sweet
Jasmine.
Vedova
Mrs.
Grace
Rollins
is
a
surgical
sontliay
"Byron" as cvcrvonc knew
Mrs
Kenneth
LeOage
is
a
sur

guest
of
Mrs.
Addie
Rogers
for
a
John B. Moulaison, have returned
Eleanor Brown
cn American Flag). Scout Oath
Duets
"Does you I' exclaimed tlie porter, .him, eagerly sought friendship with
patient at Knox Hospital.
home. While in the city they were few days returned Tuesday to her gical patient at Knox Hospital.
Scale of D.
Ditler-Quallle and Law.
Tail whom he inet. His home was
'Say Boss. I'sc broke!"
Frere Jaeque
among the audience at the cinema home at Isle au Haut.
Tenderfoot Scouts: Knct tiring
Cashmere Song.
Tlie
Pilgrim
Homemakers
will
•
•
•
•
i always an open house to friends
Dr
Orain
R
lawry
Jr
of
Port

Old
French
Air,
triumph •’Gone with thc Wind".
Skit: "Hot News" by Rattlesnake
The lonely waters of this coast who came at all times of the day
Margaret Rogers, a senior at Cas land, passed tire weekend at his meet tonight at 8 oclock at the Solo—Indian Danee In Firelight
McIntyre Patrol
home of Mr. and Mrs. Walter An
arc thrilled to welcome ships for and all were made to enjoy gifts and
Miss Helen Spear, who has been tine Normal School, is spending* a home on Oak street.
Allan Robbins of Rockport
Assembly, Bugler Vance Norton. their try-outs through these wintry1 servioe from his ever open-handed
Duet—The Sailor's Hornpipe
derson,
40
Rankin
street.
week's
vacation
at
her
home.
Her
spending a few days in this city
Weddell-Roberta
Second Class Scouts: First Aid
Jean Smith and Mr- Rollins
months of spring. “If spring comes hospitality. He was always finding
Yale Goldberg and Samuel Small
while working on concert numbers weekend guest was Roger Dow of
Solos—
bandaging.
Skit: "Worst Aid,"
Miss
Ruth
Hatch
was
hostess
last
can winter be far behind" is the someone in need of his searching
with her accompanist, Mrs. Faith Wiscasset, also a student at Castine. have returned home after being re
The Bells.
Williams
Around Autumn Fire.
Burleigh Pine Tree Patrol.
way one says it now.
benevolence.
cent guests of Mr and Mrs. Samuel night to tlie Monday Niters. Prize
Berry has returned to Port FairPriscilla Eddy
Assembly, Bugler Kenneth Chat• • • •
(He was an,Advent in liis religious
Mrs. Faith Ulmer Brown is spend Segal in New York.
winners were Mrs. Cecil Murphy, Account of My Trip to Florida.
field.
to.
Allan Robblna
ing a few days in Boston, attending
Gray hair shows later on Negroes faith and a strong Socialist in his
Mrs. John Mills. Mrs. O. B. Brown, Solos
First Class Scouts: Signaling
a
The
Boy
With
His
Banjo.
Corte
Tlie Methcbcsec Club met ln the I the Nelson Eddy concert and a perthan white persons. At the age political convictions. He was a
Mrs Jennie White is a patient at i and Mrs. Arthur Bowley and conb Savoyard Boy.
Relnhold "Troop 2 Welcomes You, ' Camp
Tower Room of the Community formance of grand opera, to sec Knox Hospital suffering from a solation, Mrs. Forest Hatch. Mrs. c Redwoods.
of 35 the hair begins to turn on fiery critic of social injustice, and
Renton
Scene. McAuliffe. Lindsey, Mitchell,
Jackie
Williams
Building Friday, this meeting being Madame Flagstad in "Lohengrin
white persons and about seven years through tlie years of Ids long life.
fractured hip, the result of a fall Murphy won the door prize.
and Nelson. (After Supper scene,
it was liis dally act of devotion to
postponed from the 22d. Plans were
last week.
-------Eggs of the turbot float on the all Scouts gather for Songs at one later for thc Negroes.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Glidden left
• • • •
plead with friend and stranger for
in progress for the annual meeting
------- <
Ralph Chesley has returned to sea surface and are hatched by the
side of stage and remain). "Be
European wars have halted one those principles of social relations
to be held next Friday at the Cop Saturday for a month's visit in
Educational Club speakers Friday nis home on Beech street from the sun.
Prepared"—"We Are Prepared!"
per Kettle. Tlie program was car Grass Valley. Calif., to be guests of afternoon wiU be Mrs. Rich. Mrs. Maine Eye and Ear Infirmary in
of the University of California's re- that he fervently believed to be
Taps and echo, P.iiibrook and
Mr and Mrs. Charles Hughes (Shir
search projects. Documents sent necessary for tlie well-being and
ried out as given on the program
Charles Emery, Miss M Elizabeth Portland, where he underwent an
"echo" Cliatto. Benediction.
ley Glidden) Anson M. Glidden.
to London to be photographed and happinessof everyone.
for the year. First, a short subject
Amts, famed State social service operation.
i who has been passing the winter
photostated have been temporarily1 Besides Ills wife. Mrs. Harriet L.
by Miss Caroline Stanley, a member L,
worker; Rev. Corwin H. Olds. Coffee
-------there, will accompany them home.
buried there in vaults or sent to Mill.ken, Mr Milliken leaves a niece
of his club for 25 years, who told
will be served at 6 Participants on ■ Edith Smith of Northport was in
dugouts.
I Mrs- Carrie E. Fraser of Bangor,
us an interesting story of thc
Retuming to his home on Beech the evening program will be Mrs.! the city over the weekend.
....
' and a cousin. Edwin Milliken of
-------French Riviera Followed two ex- street Friday night about 6 o'clock Ernest Marscllar of Freeport and'
Heard In a Successful
Jump
rope,
marbles,
kites,
mumEllsworth. Funeral services were
Mrs. Arthur Haines entertained
< client papers on Conditions in prank A TUreU found strutting in John Wellcy. senator of Falmouth
Piano Recital At the
blepeg. drop the handkerchief and Hc'.d at thc Spring street residence
I rance, the fu st by Mrs. Josephine | his kitchen, one turkey, one rooster who will speak on “Real Economy Mite Club yesterday at cards and
Teacher’s Home
all the spring games arc now ln Bunday. Rev. Dr. JcAin Smith Lowe
a spring luncheon. A centerpiece
Rice, the second by Mrs. Gaynell, and one duck. Going to tlie dining versus Political Economy".
vogue.
°r lhc Universalist Church dcllvof fruit was used with attractive
Wilson, read cy Mrs. Ruth Albee room, he was confronted by guests
Mrs. Charlotte C Hopkins, pre
• • • •
1 cred the funeral service. Tlie bearEdwin Edwards left Saturday for blue table decorations. Mrs. A. D
as Mrs. Wilson was unable to oe appearing from different rooms and
sented her pupils in recite! Friday
BY
Over 1.500.000 people beat a path crs were A Walker Brewster, Frank
present. Tlie last feature of thc j closets, until 22 friends and busi- Washington. D. C. where he will be Morey and Mrs. Nathan F. Cobb,
night, at her home on Broadway.
to
tlie White House door each year. J. Orbeton, O. Carl Cassens and
Joined
tomorrow
by
Henry
A.
How

won honors in contract, the prizes
afternoon was a charming and most t ness associates surrounded him. The
Admiring friends and relatives were
• * * *
' Cliarles W Collins Beautiful floral
interesting talk by Mrs. Margaret1 affair had been planned by Mrs. ard. returning from a winter's so having been brought from the South
generous in their praise and ap
Everyone should have a hobby offerings were
received
from
Matheson on her year in France! Tirrell in honor of her husband's journ in Florida.
on Mrs. Haine's recent trip to Flori
plause. Tlie young folks gave their and keep everlastingly at it to really friends. Interment took place at
Our
best
seller!
Three
famous
as a student.
da.
Mrs.
Scott
Kittredge
of
Wash

birthday and was a grand surprise.
selections with splendid interpreta get (lie full joy out of it.
Achom cemetery.
Mrs. G. W. Hemingway of Union
The "Birds" were a gift from E.
ington. D. C. was a special guest.
tion and finish. Tire opening num
DuBarry
Beauty
Preparations
street Cio recently returned from
Hamilton HaU of Camden. After
ber was played by the younger
"Now, my boy", said tlie Scotch
“COME SPRING” congratulations, the stag group went Knox Hospital after treatment for a Mrs. Albert Havener and Mrs.
in regular sizes... a basic treat
New Under-arm
pupils,
tlie
final
trio
being
done
by
minister,
"You know the Parables.
fractured hip suffered a second fall
By Ben Antes Williams
to the game room in the basement,
David McCarty won honors, and
older
students.
Attractive
programs
Which
do
you
like
the
best?"
ment bargain priced to persuade
Mail Orders Filled—48.75
where ^sumptuous' IUltaTtU^e? ;and the hip was again broken
Cream Deodorant
Mrs. Fred Veazie had the travel
decorated with red tulips and green
Boy: “I likes that one where
you to get started now on an
was served. Dr. Harold Jameson1
prize
at
last
nights
meeting
of
H. S. FOSSETT
ties, were done by Sandra Hallowell somebody loafs and fishes”
i Mrs. H. A. Mather and daughter,
led a "sing" which still echoes in
UNION. ME.
• • • •
TH.E. Club, at the home of Mrs
and Stanley Murray. Re'reshments
effective nightly beauty routine.
Stops Perspiration
j
Miss
Irma
Mather,
are
in
North39*40 the rafters and cards were ln order.
The working population of Italy
were served. Tlie program:
i ampton. N. H. called by the death Louis B. Cook. Game was followed
3.50 VALUE
Trio.
Krogmann is engaged 46 percent in farming
I of Mrs. Mather's father. Charles L. by late luncheon.
Arlene Cross. Eariene Perry,
and fishing, 30 percent in Industry
twine
Carolyn
Howard
Barton. Tlie funeral takes place
Troopers on Parade
Thomp-on or mining, eight percent ln comTWl OMV
The
Abner
Wheeler
house
of
today.
Donald Marsh
. .
Framingham. Mass., was the scene
About a Haunted House.
Mary Jeaae merce and four percent in trallsLlebrstraum.
Liar.
Ann. Bullard
portation. They do not need a war
The Browne club will meet Friday of a very pleasant gathering when
Day Dreams.
Ada Richter that Will throw this all OUt.
evening at the home of Mrs. Free Miss Ellen D. Tolman entertained
Averle Eaton
there for dinner. This famous house
Rope Tricks.
Cedric W Lemont
man Brown. 5 Beech street.
Eariene Perry
The National Park Joervice would
restored under the direction of Wal
Curious 8tory.
1. Docs not rot dresses, dots
Heller
like to acquire thc birthplace oi
Ca-olyn Howard
The Opportunity Class will meet lace Nutting, lends itself charmingly
not irritate skin.
Robin's Lullaby
Krogmann Longfellow In Portland for a na2. Nowntingto dry.Canbeujed
Thursday night at the Baptist to homelike festivity; most unique
Arlene Cross
right after shaving.
Wheel Whirl.
L E. Orth 1 tlonal shrine
Church.
of tlie dining rooms is thc kitchen,
Duet I.adv of the O rden. Geo Rouerts
3. Instantly slops perspiration
Ruth
Emery
and
Mrs.
Hopkins
a complete colonial room even to
for l(o) days Removes odor
Dlabolo,
S. M Downs
Noon of thc long day at the
Lady Knox Chapter. D.A.R. met the flint-lock and powder horn hang
from perspiration.
John Knight
New Line of Nationally Known
4. Apure.white.greaselesj.stainIn a Starlit Oarden.
R J-Vderrr South Pole is Dec. 22. on which
Monday afternoon with Mrs. Hester ing beneath mantel-piece. Dining
Shirley Eaton
less vanishing cream.
day thc area at the pole gets the
Chase. After business session, thc with Miss Tolman U9C4. RHB.)
Mazurka.
Mey> r-Hclinund
5. Atrid has been awarded the
Raymond Chisholm
largest amounl of exposure to the
, regent. Mrs. Mabelle Rose, gave an were Mr. and Mrs. Richard Snow
Approval Sea I ofthe Amer i< a n
Mirrored Moods,
Gustuv Kirin
,
...
....
For the Young Ladies
L'Ai Blanche
Heller sun’s rays that any part of thc
Institute of Laundering for
interesting report of the State Con (1924i assistant superintendent of
Sandra
Hallowell
Smart Styles, in Widths
being harmless to fabrics.
earths surface ever receives.
ference held last week in Augusta. Hot Mills of America Steel Wire
Pur Eh.se,
Beethoven
• • » •
25 MILLION jara oi Arrid
Alla Marcia.
James Rogers
After a pleasant social hour tlie hos Co.; Mr and Mrs. Sidney Snow and
Elalnr Glcndcnnlng
have been aold. Try a jar today I
Since thc dawn of man, hail has
Moonlight Sona, a.
Beethoven
tess served refreshments, assisted daughter (1924) (1925) of thc Stan
Wedne»day-Thursday
Valse.
Durand taken its yearly toll despite efforts
Other Nationally Advertised—
by Mrs. Clara Watts. Mias Hazel dardization department of Heald
Shelby Glrndcnning
Sonatina.
Kublau to combat it. Tlie annual hall loss
Parker and Mrs. Wllhclmlna Fogg. Machine Co.; Mr. and Mrs. Han id
"AIR STEP”
*M HICK araaaau
Sundown.
Iloprklrk
Al all •lore* •riling l«ll»» •»„<(•
throughout tlie entire world Is esti
Stanley Murray
• iar
(alxi in 10/ and .*»•>< )nr«
"WALK-OVERS"
Kalloch (1918), Miss Myra Fitzh
Trio.
mated at S200.000.000.
Mrs.
Elmer
E
Marston
of
Portland
"ENNA JETTIUKS"
blame Olendennliiji. Shelby Olenden(1907), critic teacher of Worcester
• • • •
nlnj and Sandra Hallowell
: was called to this city Sunday by
Patents, niues, Browns, Water Snake and Tans
Teachers' College; Miss Winnie
Judge; "Have you anyone in
the illness of her sister Mrs. Grace
Fitch, librarian of Worcester Tea< It
Theodore Roosevelt had no Eng this court who will voucli for your
Rollins who was operated upon
ers' College; Miss Frances Anne
lish ancestors.
character?"
Monday at Knox Hospital. Fortu
and Katherine Snow. Miss Mars
Defendant: "I have your honor
nately Mrs. Rollins' daughter. Miss
Rose Carrillo of New York City ar.d
ific sheriff over there”.
Daphne Winslow was here for thc
with
Miss Anna E. Coughlin. Tlie ad
In White with
Sheriff: "Why. your honor. I
THF AIRE
spring vacation.
Today and Wednesday
Blue. Tan
journment of tlie party to Miss Tel
don t even know him '.
or Black
Defendant: "There you are. Judge.
Mrs Kenneth Lcgagc is a surgi man's home in Auburn, witn ' Rewaun wiatia
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
r. ember wh« r.« ' ca Tied on before
I’ve lived ten years ln this county (
cal patient at Knox Hospital
the open fire closed a most delight
and thc sheriff don’t know me. Wliat
SPECIAL DOUBLE FEATURE
Miss Anna E. Coughlin ret imed ful party.
better witness do you want?"
By Special Request
Saturday from New York City where
• • • •
“INTERMEZZO—
she spent the winter with Mr. and
A shovelcr in a Utah smelter won
RADIO REPAIRING
A LOVE STORY”
Mrs. Manuel Carrillo. Mary Rose
three State fair first prizes for cro-1
All make* serviced and recon
Carrillo returned with her and is ditioned. Estimates free. Tubes
tXSLIE HOWARD
dieting and fine embroidery. This
FAT O'BRIEN
tested free of charge. "Swap For
INGRID BERGMAN
the guest of her grandparents. Mr.
recalls another Western man who
EDWARD ARNOLD
and Mrs. Charles S. Coughlin, Ran Cash” Tickets given.
took a first prize in a New York fair
Plus
kin street. Enroute both made a
for a beautiful exhibit of tatting.
The Western Sensation
visit with Mr . and Mrs. George
LITTLE TOTS'
When asked what else he did for a
SHOES
Adams in Windsor, Conn.
1
“SOUTH OF
living, lie said lie trained wildcats
in Brown
ISLAND OF DANGER AND for circuses.
THE BORDER’
Brown and White
starring
GENE
AUTRY
ANNOUNCEMENT
r

®SOG ETY

.1

Young Musicians

Was Parents’ Night

This And That

KNOX COUNTY HOUSES OF WORSHIP

V. A. LEACH

1

Mrs. Hopkins’ Pupils

A BEDTIME
BEAUTY STORY

"|■ O7 w5 ’°' *

Showjyi

... SPRING STYLE PLUS

ODETTE SHOES

$4.00

ARRID

nc
HMISimS
mm

SADDLE
OXFORDS

ComiquE

IOAN BENNETT
IDOIPHE MENJOll

SU6HTLY
HONORABLE

Winds’’in an

Edgar B. McBrine
Master Barber
has joined the staff of
Children’s feet require the comfort of these good

looking shoes.

Let us fit them to your child’s feet

scientifically.

MCLAIN SHOE STORE
HOME OF GOOD FOOTWEAR
432 MAIN STREET,

Ma’S BARBER SHOP

er of “Topper”

Every-Other-Day
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Honors For Ogier

HEARD, SEEN, SAID AT WASHINGTON
By CLYDE H. SMITH,
Representing Maine's Second Congressional District

PEDE5TRIAI

Gregory’s Doughnut

Bestowed Upon Native
of Camden By Two
California Fraternities

Gets Editorial Attention
Down in the Mosquito
State

U. S. ENVOY TO VABCAN

WHO DON’T KN01
HOW TO DRIVE

Honors in two great fraternities
iSpecial to The Courier-Gazette): Ballot, was fought out before I
We are indebted to Harry Oottermixed in politics. I'm rather sorry
The Government At Your Service
are about to be accorded Walter W ell, Jr., of 36 Alexandria street,
If we lived in Oennany. we could ! to have missed it as it was the most
Ogier, for many years a resident of Newark, N. J., for the following
abandon care, as to matters of important of them all. Before its
Pasadena. At a meeting of Pasadena editorial from the Newark Evening
government and say. "To heck with . adoption, the citizen aproached
Lodge of Masons. Mr. Ogier will be News.
it, why worry. Let Adolf do it." the polls, vote in hand, dropping it
presented with a Masonic veteran's HOLE IN THE DOUGHNUT
It would be the same in Russia or in the box in full view of everybody.
button, awarded by the Grand Lodge
What the Governor of North
Italy, except that the names would He could sell his vote if so minded,
of Masons in recognition of his 50 Carolina said to the Governor of
the
buyer
observing
that
what
he
be Joseph and Benito instead of
years in Masonry. On April 1, Mr South Carolina has so long been n
paid for was delivered. The em
Adolf.
Ogier will be honored by Crown classic that it seems presumptuous
ployer could intimidate his work
There are worries, good and
, City Lodge of Odd Fellows with a to bring into the arena a sumptuary
men. Discharge sometimes fol
plenty, for citizens of those Dicta lowed if votes were not cast as or
pin marking 35 years as a mem remark from the Governor of Maine
torships but the conduct of public dered. The Australian Ballot much
ber
of that body.
to the Governor of New Hampshire.
Pope Pius XII is today strengthening diplomatic relations between
affairs is not among them. There improved this situation. It-was the Sixty
Mr. Ogier, once president of the I That, however, is now up for argu- the Vatican and all nations of the world, belligerent end non-belligerent
is little to encourage subjects of the most worth-while step in election
Pasadena Board of Education and ment.
alike. Newest of the 38 regularly-accredited envoys to the Vatican
dictators just enumerated to keep methods of the past hundred years,
j formerly a well known realty dealet
Gov. Barrows of Maine cast into is Myron C. Taylor, the first U. S. emissary to the Holy See in nearly
informed Indeed, the sources of
188O'S
of this city, now lives at the Odd the teeth of Gov. Murphy of New 75 years. As President Roosevelt's personal representative it will be
intormation are very much limited Worlunens
Law wwn on
Fellows' Home at Saratoga neat Hampshire a statement that the his job to lend American support to the Pope in the cause of peace.
and carefully guarded.
statute books of Maine. This camSanta Cruz, but. while visiting in hole in the doughnut was Invented How Pius XII is attempting to reestablish order in a war-wracked world
Our contract to that sort of thing paign also found me too young to
Pasadena and vicinity, is staying in Maine and challenged Murphy to is pictured in the latest March of Time, "The Vatican of Pius XII."
is happy and complete. We proceed participate. It would have been
at the home of his daughter-in-law . meet him at th? deep lard kettle for
on tlie theory that "governments much to my liking, The lien law
Mrs. W. W Ogier, Jr.. South Pasa- a joust. Murphy has accepted and choice, cruller, doughnut or fried
MORE THAN 9
dena.
I the battle of the doughnuts will be
derive their just powers from the places the claim of the man who
OUT OF EVERY 10
cake, the hole persists.
consent of the governed." "We, the does the actual labor ahead of
A native of Camden, where he was feught at the Maine Hoteltnen's
But isn't Maine overdoing it Just
PEDESTRIANS
KILLED
born
in
1857,
Mr
Ogier
entered
the
I
annual
banquet
in
Bangor
people,’ are the opening words of everything else. A carpenter, if
That Congressman Smith
a bit? Was not that State recently
IN CONN. HAD NEVER
It does not appear just how the
our constitution. If "we the people" unpaid, can attach the house on
Methodist ministry after complet
Involved in a dispute as to whether
Will Eventually Declare
Been Licensed to
are to govern wisely we must be which he has worked. Someone
ing his course ot study at Maine contest will settle the issue of cr not Maine flam chowder was con
For Payne
well versed in public affairs. Our must pay him. otherwise he can
Wesleyan University. He had suc whether the Oovemor of Maine or taminated when New York added
drive * They saw the
the
Governor
of
New
Hampshire
to
chief dependence is upon ten thou- sell the property to collect his
cessful pastorates in Bristol. Ran
CAR. BUT DIDN’T RE
tomatoes? And was there an in
Hallowell. April 1.
the better doughnut frier Tlie volvement between Maine and Idaho
sand home weeklies, like the one wages.
ALIZE HOW HTTLE THE dolph. Calais. Rockport, and Bangor. question is as to the hole.
Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:—
you are reading, supplemented by
About tills period imprisonment
Me. and for six years was superin
potatoes tlie latter's glory so well
DRIVER CAN SEE AFTER
Many voters are asking and are
Tire Maine theory' Is that Hanson upheld by the late Senator Borah?
other papers, magazines and books, for debt was abolished. This stattendent of the Rockland District.
DARK/
Gregory,
a
Rockland
sea
captain,
wondering
what gubernatorial can
greater in volume and higher in ute was as old as it was vicious.
In 1906. Mr. and Mrs. Ogier and
Ah. well, with the happy gastro
dismayed
because
his
sailors
sank
didate
Congressman
Clyde H Smith
quality than were ever previously We copied it from England with
family came to Pasadena On April
nomic memory of fried cakes, dough
so quickly after eating the dough nuts or crullers, what matter who will support in the June primaries,
available in all the world's history. many other laws ol the sterner
21. 1935. they observed their 50th
nut used 90 years ago. pushed a be-1 first Inserted the hole to make one
wedding anniversary. Mrs Ogier
if any.
But there remains to be men sort By its provisions, if a man
laying pin through tlie pastry mak I form less of a sinker than the
owed
you.
no
matter
how
little,
you
passed away a few months ago.
tioned a class of literature, as yet
It to my belief and prediction (and
ing a hole which lightened it. But
Eating enough of either
Two decades ago Mr. Ogier was the New Hampshire proponents j other?
not lully appreciated. Every gov cculd shut him up until he paid.
I
base
this statement on sound ad
Such,
happily,
Is
no
longer
the
elected a member of the Pasadena claim that 100 years ago a lumber ' brings us back to what the Governor
ernment department issugs material
vice) that Congressman Smith will
case.
i
his
hospital
bills
paid
and
should
of
North
Carolina
said
to
the
Gov

Board of Education, serving in that jack, suffering from indigestion
concerning its activities. It is forced
eventually make a statement before
The Initiative and Referendum receive compensation, based on
capacity six years. He was presi after eating solid fried cakes, in ernor of South Carolina.
to do this for the information of its
the June primaries endorsing Mayor
dent for a term and still retains his duced the camp chef to hole
own staff and the orderly conduct came ln l^Cfi and the Direct Pri- , 75 percent of his weekly earnings,
Gov. Barrows Wins
Frederick O. Payne of Augusta for
of its affairs. Such presentations mar>’ 1° 1913 Along there some- i adjusted as to the extent of his inInterest in the public school system. through, insuring better cooking.
Holeless Doughnut Ar
Governor.
where
we
got
the
election
of
Sen'
jury
and
continued
during
his
disIn
his
long
lifetime.
Mr
Ogier
are always of the best. They must
It might be of,value to clarify the
I know Congressman Smith is in
gument From New
has been active in doing good and controversy by citing definitions.
be. for the legislator judges by it ators by the people and the gradu- ability, from a few weeks to a maxterested
in the nartdidate that can
____
a,ed
income
tax.
Such
statutes,
imum
of
five
years.
This
statute
Hampshire Pretender
making the world a better place in Webster says a doughnut is "a fried
whether the activity justifies itself
accomplish
the mast for all tne
J5
lhe People more say about should be liberalized, but even as
which to live.
and should be continued, Hence
cake, usually made from yeastpeople in the State as Oovemor and
Qov Lewis O Barrows slaved over
News
items
from
all
of
the
Pa

their
own
affairs
and
imposing
j
f
t
stands.
It
is
much
more
Just
It was while he lived in Maine levened dough."
bureau and department literature
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
if present and past achievements
A cruller is defined as a "small,
is of the highest grade and useful taxes according to ability to pay,; than the situation which previous- a hot stove the better part of Sat that Mr. Ogier became a Mason. He
here.
mean anything in this campaign.
were a joy to my heart
i ly prevailed.
urday afternoon and saved the day joined the Blue Lodge in Gardiner, sweet cake made of rich egg batter,
ness.
Mayor Payne is that man.
Tnere was the opportunity for
Nineteen hundred twenty-one for I Rockland! Maine as the birth but united with Pasadena Lodge on cut into rings, strips or twists and
Members of Progressive Grange,
But to serve its best purpose, this
It is generally known that no in
us young fellows to help a bit in I found me again at Augusta, this place of the hole in the doughnut. his arrival in this city. He also fried brown in deep fat ” Take your
material must have careful distri
Winslow
Mills were guests Thurs dividual has done more for the wel
time
as
senator
from
Somerset
getting the Rural Free DeliveryNot. however, without a protest joined the Eastern Star and the
bution-must reach the people and
fare of our pecple in securing new
The intervening years from Harry Jackson. deputy secre Pasadena Scottish Rite bodies. He Monday night when Leo G. Mac- day of Good Will Grange. Mrs
parcel post, postal savings banks, County.
the sections where it to most needed.
industries for our State and meet
and equal suffrage, which brings had been occupied by serving two tary of State in New Hampshire, served as secretary of the consis- Laughlin, his old friend and former Maude Greenlaw, lecturer of Pro
ing with such wide success than
Miscellaneous mailing is waste us along to the time and events of terms as sheriff of the county Just who threatened to appeal the de tory for seven years, and is a Knight i business associate, will present Mr gressive Orange presented an inMayor Payne.
ful. Information on cotton growing. which I can speak with greater mentioned, a considerable experi
cision to the National Dunkers' As Commander of the Court of Honor Ogier with his Masonic veteran's teresting program, every feature of
Approximately 4000 citizens of this
sugar cane, production, peanuts and empha415 and more ptoprietv'
ence on the board of selectmen in sociation.
Mr. Ogier is also a past noble button.
which was thoroughly enjoyed by State are now working in new in
sweet potatoes is of little or no use
The Hartland-St.Albans.
Har- Skowhegan and as legislative repThe doughnut-cooking contest grand of Crown City Lodge of Odd
Mr. Ogier has two sons. E H the 35 members present. A birth- dustries, the establishments of such
in Maine. Literature on sea and mony - Ripley-Cambridge -Canaan resentative from that town. These
was cooked up by the Maine Hotel Fellows. At the observance of Maun-1 Ogier. Ventura, and J W Cgier. Los day supper honoring those whose due to his great efforts.
shore fisheries should not be sent LegU;ative Class sent to me to Au various activities had shown me a Association after Oov. Francis P
dy Thursday at the Scottish Rite Angeles, also six grandchildren and birthdays occur in March was | His campaign for the Governor
to Nebraska.
gusta. to the Maine Legislature, as vast amount of destitution, espec Murphy of New Hampshire had the j Cathedral
Thursday night. Mr three great grandchildren. His son served at the close cf the meeting. ship is based largely on his accom
The ideal procedure is for the soon as I was old enough to qualify, ially among the aged. There was temerity to suggest that a Granite
j Ogier greeted many of his Masonic ( Walter W. Ogier, Jr., who was also other Granges represented were plishments, and not criticism.
citizen to request the information Actually, the campaign was before the constant urge to do something state lumberjack originated the
Do you wonder that Congressman
brethren. A large group of them ’ prominent in the Masonic fraternity Sheepscot Valley. Mecnahga. Maple,
he needs. Here is where the home I was 21 but my birthday came Just about it. Tne result was the intro doughnut. Gov Barrows Insisted
are expected to attend the meeting ’ died several years ago in the East., White Oak. Seven Tree, Warren Smith respects this type of candi
weekly comes in for it can stimulate in time to meet the legal require duction, in the Maine Senate of Capt. Hanson Gregory invented the
date?
Merle F. Dobbins.
of Pasadena Lodge of Masons next, —From the Pasadena Star-News and Weymouth.
its readers to do this. If the house ments as to age. And here's a con 1923 of an old age assistance meas air-conditioned fried cake 90 years
holder is in doubt as to just what fession never before made: A dress ure. the first to be presented in ago
to ask for. he may proceed upon suit was among the purchases in Maine and quite possibly in ad
Oov. Barrows
and Jackson
the theory that every subject is preparation for that legislative ca vance of anything else in New wrestled over a stove with the bat
ter and served the doughnuts to tlie
covered by these government pub reer. It was about as useful to me England.
There was then no popularity for judges, piping hot. The judges,
lications. State the problem, trouble at Augusta as would have been a
or need and let me have forward- camel or a ba,loon and alas, for me or my measure It did not pass four from Maine and one from N«w
ed the publication seemingly adap®a*)y other things was its But what a change the years have Hampshire, gulped down one of each
purchase price much more needed. brought Now small pensions are and delivered a greasy verdict in
The foregoing refers to free dis-!But 1116 ab6urd'l>the invest- being paid in all the states and ; favor of the gentleman from Maine
tribution—thousands of booklets ment' for
a P°°r
from a more liberal laws seem sure of en- I Jackson challenged the decision
and pamphlets which the depart- ^.±”7.
was actment.
■ on the ground that the Governor
Better sucess attended a meas- ))ad used potatoes, “a foreign in
ments arc anxious to get to the in
have been worth the price.
ure to keep the children out of gredient." in his mixture, but the
terested reader. If your request
At Augusta there were many the factories and in school up to I Governor said: "What was good
finds no free publication available,
j things that even a novice could a reasonable age limit.
, enough lor Oregory to good enough
you will be so informed, your at j take a hand in. The State house
A forty-eight hour law. too ad- for me These new fangled ideas
tention directed to the one you need
1 was thronged with lobbyists. Some vanced for that day. became, never- j New Hampsh.re has are not good
and the cost, if any, stated.
times you could tell what they were theless. the start of a happy co- | fOr that State. Lcok what hap
One of the most useful of these
for; often you could not. There incidence. Here in Washington, pened there in the last presidential
booklets is on “Infant Care". Com
was no thought of forbidding them as a member of the sub-committee election,
panion publications are "Prenatal ■ to come but it seemed to me they on Labor, it has been my privilege
Care”, "Child Management", "Good 1 should register, telling what inter to share in the accomplishment of
Gov. Barrows may have been
Posture in the Little Child', "The ests they represented and who paid a reduction in working hours simi- spurred on to victory by the followChild from One to Six ', and "Guid the bills. So a group of us framed lar to that which I tried unsuc- ing telegram:
ing the Adolescent”.
Rockland. March 30
a law to that effect and secured its cessfully to effect in the Maine
"Woodsmanship for the Civilian adoption. It proved a very useful Legislature, 20 years ago.
"The entire Oregory clan looking
Conservation Corps", tells of the , statute,
While the social gains of the last to you to uphold honcr of the State
use and care of woods, tools, felling j About this time the Workmens half-century are substantial, we are of Maine, also to successfully detrees, how best to contend with Compensation Act had come in for yet justified in our impatience that fend title of Capt. Hanson Oregory
poisonous plants and Insects and; mention. Wisconsin and a few progress is so slow. Years are pass- of Rockland as one and only invensimple rules lor first aid. The Flag other states had pioneered so we lng, lives are ending, all too many ; tor of hole in doughnut. This mot
Circular", issued by the War De-| had their laws to go by Up to or them in discomfort and pro- j to emblazoned upon our banners:
partment, gives laws, customs and, that time an injured workman had found despair.
It to consoling.' "As you amble on through life,
rules for display of our national J been obliged, In about every in nevertheless, to thus review the ad- J
brother
emblem. ^Accidents and Oppor stance, to sue for damages. Even vancing steps of Democracy. They Whatever be your goal
tunity", directs attention to how if he won there was little coming are sufficient to convince tha' Keep your eyes upon the doughnut
accidents occur with suggestions as to him; litigation absorbed about humanity is on the march and in And not upon the hole."
the right direction.
For this we fight to bitter end.
to their avoidance. The title— aU.
The act we put through, early in
A. W. Gregory
"Glimpses of Historical Areas East
of the Mississippi", tells its own my legislative experience, provided COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
WORK WONDERS
that the injured man should have
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
story.
There is a Handbook for Recrea
tional Leaders, planned to help
those who wish to entertain groups,
in school, community clubs or in,
the home.
By no means to be overlooked
ere the Agricultural Year Books.
Articles in them are by the very
ablest men in their several lines.
Where latest edition to not available,
those of earlier years can usually be
supplied.
Pamphlets dealing with every
farm activity are available for the
asking. These give detailed infor
mation from planting to harvesting
of all crops and fruits.
These publications open the way
to self help and to a better knowl
edge of your government. It may be
considered your duty to make the
best use of them.
Your requests for anj’ of this
literature will be very welcome.
NEWEST ADDITION to the 1940 Buick line to The town car to available on both the Buick series
Some Gains for Democracy
this custom built town car, with body by Brunn, an
70 Roadmaster chassis, with 126-inch wheelbase and
Steps toward Democracy, in the exclusively chauffeur driven model, with fully en 141 horsepower valve-in-head straight eight engine,
United States, the past half-cen closed tonneau. Hand finished in every detail, It la
and the series 50 Super chassis with 121-lnch wheel
tury. have been quite hopeful. An the custom body builder’s version of the popular
base and 107 horaepower engine of the same design.
early battle, lor the Australian streamlined styling Introduced by Buick this yesr. Shown above Is the Rosdmeater model.

KILLED,

Dobbins Believes

Over A Hot Stove

OUR
GRANGE CORNER

What do you read

BETWEEN THE LINES?
Between the lines of every advertise
ment you see, you can imagine these
words:
“Thousands of people had to believe
in this product—and buy it— before it
was ready for advertising!”

Buick Announces Custom Town Car

The fact that a product is advertised
regularly means that a lot of people buy
it regularly. The fact that a storekeeper
or manufacturer will join his name with
it in public proves that he thinks it is
good, honest value.

Time was when the slogan, “Let the
buyer beware,” governed buying and
selling. But advertising has reversed
that. Today it reads, “Let the seller
beware!”

For if his goods don’t measure up, he
loses out to advertised products that do!

